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IN T-R O D U C t 1 O N 
In the,course· of the last few years the Organiza:tiori for Economic 
Cooperation. a_nd :D_evelopment (OECD) h.as ·coordinated: studies of those 
methods that. _a~e- e.mployed' _by intef!nati:onal -don~. agencies .for. the 
d i s s ~mi na t i ó ~ : o f t h e s t u d i e s· t h ~y f i n a n é e . W he_ n· · t h e res u i t s o f t hes e 
Studies were pr~sentég.·at a_ meeting in Paris in·: 1973, it· was conclu~ 
ed tnat one-ar~a abou·t:wh:fch léas.t·was knownwas the dissemination· 
of r~search results among decisfon make~s in d~veloping countries. 
Little if :any _w-as kno_wn abo:ut _how these decision: _makers receive and 
utilize information11or_about- wha.td_issemination metho_ds they 
·- . " 
themselves c-onsider to be -most efficient according- to thei·r needs. 
The· Devel opment- _Centre of the OECD-, _proposed · a:·s a second stage of 
their·_ study, the coordination of··the developmen_t of a -series of~ case 
. . . ~ 
studies in various countries which ·would result in ttle -elaboration 
of gúi_delines_ for a' more--efficient dissemination: of research. 
- This c.oncern of the Development·:centré with·the-·dissemination._of -
researé:h results in developing countrieS has ;b.een shared by_ othér 





















rece-nt · meéti'n-gs and pub(ica_tions .*, 
Consequently
11 
represen-tatives of -thé· [)evelopmen_t Ce~_tre met with 
resea_rch_ers of· thosc .·rcsca.rch institutcs ih-vqrious t°h'ird- world 
countrie~ that · previously. had expressed_- intérest in_ a .study of -
. - ' . - . ~ - . . . . 
th is· sort. ·As a -resul t of the~e me et i. ngs 11 a ge néra l propasa l was 
-- . . . -
elaborated in arder, to orien_t th_e ·stud~ cf how information reaches 
decisi6n makers and the-dis~~mination methods that are employed. 
.A numb·er ·af hypotheses _were-'formulated -in regar~ -to this query 
. . 
which can be sum~arized as follows: 
* 
- . - - - -
-The-voltme and variatjon ih quality-of résearch are s~ch that 
synt-hesis_ing. and screening··met_hods háve to--exist· b~tween the · 
· -research'results are usable-~ t_i.mely~· ·etc~ 
---The Rocffeller a-nd Ford Foundationsañnounced as part of their 
program for _f.i.nancing projects in soc;-al scie-nces and populatio_n -
policies thestudyof the process of formlilatio~n of population 
policiesj and pattetns of communication and di~semin~tion of 
studies .of populati_on:· pol ici_~s among decisi:on ·makers. 
---In May -1975 GE-LADE·-and PISPAL héld a -m-eeting 5-n S;fotiago de 
Chile on Political ·structure and: Population Po'l1ciés._--Among those 
area_s mentioned for future study'was:th-¿ analysis·o_f the role of sociQ_,. 
economic·research in the _formulation_of population ·policies:- _- --
--In Colombia -the Nationa] Planoing ·oepartment .and· COLCIENCIAS have 
shown considerable inter·est in th:i-s question in"a series of meetings 
wh·i ch were hel d wi th the-- res ea rch team of the CCRP ·and representa ti ves 
of the OECD ~ - -
-,--írí- May 1.975 11 the Dis.cu_ssion. Group on :he~lth Population and 
Developm~nt ·in .a meeti'ng- ·spons_ored ·in Mede11 in by the Pan- American. 
Association of Medical .Schools, recommended.that research be . 
C<?ndí.Jcted o_n ch-annels andfc:irms··of communiéatirin betwee·n research 
and the policy making process, -












Differe·nt types. of res.earch require differenf methods of 
dfssemination si-nce they ·a_dcÍress different' targer a·udi.ences·. · 
. ºDissemina-tion methodS ·s}H)W different degrees óf-effici-ency 
·in rea.ching the in'tended users of. ·researc:h .results. 
.Researéh __ that .has had the_f).ctive participation of theutilizer: 
and the sponsor in c0operatic.nw~th the .. re-searcher ,,.¡;-11 have 
a h-igher degrée of eff~ctiven_ess in being dissem1nated. 
Research translated into :the lócal }anguage is more widely 




-- Cross cultural and inte-rdisciplinary-approaches· to research · 
probl ems ha ve a: greater l i keli hoo.d of._ bei n.g effecti vely 
- - . : . . ' - - - - ._ 
disseminated to bo_th p_rimary and s_econdary target audiences .. 
., . 
In ord.er to establish the: validity of these hypotheses, the general 
proposal sugJested carrying out a seri~s of inte~views with the 
- " - - ·-- . . - -
individuals involved· in the· formulation. of. policies. The objective_s. 
of thes e i'nterv i ews were the fo ll ot"1i ng :. 
-To determ{na:te what p·rop.ortiori .of the intended reé:eptors of 
the research· results_ were -aware of the existence of the speci_fic_ 
studies and of their findings. 
To identify in what form the results of the studies were 
recéived and ·those fcrctors· that ·were.import-ant in ·detel"mining· 
if the. research results were inflúential i·w the process-of 







To examine a number of the studies that were identified as 
having blen utilizad by the ~ecision makers in arder to 
determine whut methods were utilizad in its dissemination. 
In 1974 the Development Centre invited the CCRP to participate in 
a joint effort with other riountries that would explore in further 
detail the problems presented above regarding the relationship 
between research nnd the policy making process. The ·corporation 
accepted this invitation with great interest and selected as the 
specific case far the study the recent policies and actions of the 
Cólombian Governrnents that have nffected the territorial distribution 
of the population. This decision was based on the fact that in the 
last years the Corporation has carried out various studies of 
strategies and po1icies of de~elopment in relation_ to the territorial 
d·ist,ribution of the population.* 
The research team of the CCRP commenced the case study by questioning 
the basic hypothesi~ that was at that time implicit in the design 
suggested by the Development Centre. This was done befare embarking 
on the examination of how and by what methods information reached 
decision 8akers. This basic hypothesis is -that indeed "research intcr 
economic and soci~l development problems is used the policy making 
---Una nota sobre las po~1ticas de Desarro1lo Regi-onal y Urbano en 
Colombiuº 
---Polfticas del Estado y Movimientcs de Poblaci6n. 
---La Fuerza de T~abajo en e1 Proceso ·de D~sarrollo de la Agricul-
tura Capitalista. 
---Polfticas Agrarias en Colombia. 
---Polftica Industrial y Distr~buci6n Territorial de la Población. 
---Politicas Urbanas y de Vivienda del Estado y Movimientos de Po-




pro e e s.s by d e v e l o p i n g e o u n t r y g o v e r n me n t . 
In this .respects it was recently observad concerning this project 
at a meeting· of the Smithsonian· insti_t.ute in Colombia· that: 
11 In countries -whose economics are centralled planned, channels of. 
information are iri~titutionalized .and nece~sarily applied Within 
the planning machinery. ·The case of Colombia is differént. Is a 
policy of territorial distribution of the population possible in a 
syst~m of free enterprise? Can the allocation of human·r~sources 
(The population.) be defined by the state w.hen the -allocation of 
economic resources is managed only i~directly by the state but 
b as i e a 11 y by t he p r i vate · s e et o r? 11 • 
.., 
Th~ same obs~rvatian hdlds true far the utilization of ·consti-
. . 
tionalized. communicatio~ ·channels fo~ dissemin~tirig information . . . 
and research r~sults. The det~~mining factors are basical.ly 
structural to:the system.itselr. After the first interviews had 
been carried out:it became ev1dent regarding the utilization of 
research in the elaboration af· p61·;cies 9 that if research had 
-ª..!1l. relation _with this process it was not due. to its forin Of 
·dissemination 9 ar language. On the contrary, the determinants of 
the relationship b.etween .research· and the process of. pol itical ·· 
decision ma.king seemed to be· a functionprincipally of sorne or 
the characteristic·s of_ the policy making process i.'tself 9 and of 
the context within which thi~ process o~erated .. . . . 
The need to evaluate the effett1veness of certain dissemination 
. . 
methods in the light of the -context of:pol_icy formulation .itself 
l ed the. CCRP re sea rch· team to revapm t-he in i e i a l. work i_ng ' 
hypotheses suggest~d by·the development Centre which ·had been 
l imited to fac'tors of form :and method of the dissemiríati_o'n of 
certain research. 
The subject of this particular study as a whole·thereforé beca~e 
. the influence ~f scientific résearch on.:the policy ~aking p~ocess 
.• 
- 6 -
that a.ffects the territorial distribution of the population in Colom 
bi·a. The dissé~ination facto.rs .involve.d in this r-elationship were· 
~lso ·exami~ed, given the fac~ that for this influe~c~ to occur 
information from research mu·st re.ach pol icy ma.kers and be accepted 
' ,' r • < • • < r • " 
or rejected ·in their decisions.· The dissemination of research resÜlts 
is necessarily the first step:in infl~enc1ng policy mak~rs. ~owever; 
the fict that research reaches policy mak~rs is ~ot ~ufiicient.· Th~ - ... 
. CCRP study was· i n.terested in the i nfl uetice of ~e sea rch on pal i cy 
makers¡¡ and how this influenc:;e affects th~ policy makh'Íg -process as 
a whole~ .For ·t_his reason, in this case study, th'e influence· Óf · 
res ea rch on po l·i.cy ma k ing· is gauged by· exami ni ng a 11 three process: 
(1) The disseririn·a·tion .of the .results of "the research, (2) The 
infl~ence of th~ resu1ts of res~arch on th~ dectsions of the polity 
makers; and finally 11 (3)_The e.ffect ·of th_ese 11 influenced 11 decisions 
on~th~ polici ~~king process as a whole. 
The questions addressed_are:•(.1)· How does research reach the policy 
ma ker?. ( 2) Do es th is res ea rch a ff ect the poli cy_· ma ker wtien i t reaches 
him? and (3) How dcies what he does under the iniluence ~f research 
áffect the formulation· of _policy? In o~der to measu~~ the lBst area 
--ho~ does what the policy m~ker d6 under the influence of research 
affect the formulation of pol icy?.;.- it. is necesiary ·to examine t~e . - .. . . . . . 
relative influence of the othar structural determinants. of the· 
policy making·p·racess. The question, does policY ·itself modify, in 
. . - . . . 
this case9 the territorial· ·distribution of the popul~tion as it so 
. pu· r p o r t s to do • · i s par t o f . a no t h e. r· a n d i s s t u d y o n l y ta n g en t i a 11 y 
-addressed in t:h_e present paper_ .. · 
There are many fac~ts to the relationship between pplicy.~aking and 
rese~rch. Far example, at times research is utilized after a·dec1sion 
has been made in ordet to justify this decision as ratio~al ar· 











7 - . 
- ..:rhe manner- in ·which · informat.ion rea-ches the pol icy. maker, · 
-The information he actually employes in his decisions, and 
-Th~ relative.weight_of the decisions h~ makes on the basis of this 
information i_n the sp~cific policy making process. 
The specific ·;nstance of pal icy maki·ng. _under ·Stud.Y i·s· the definition 
and negotiatian· by thé,'colombian Goverri.ment with .USAID of a Sectorial 
_Credit Loan· far Region.al and u·rban developmenL This loan represented 
a departur~ from th~ t~aditiona~ mechanisms oy_regional planning in 
Colombia, fn a.ddition to being ·one· of the few officfal · p·ol ici·es 
that appeared to directly".addr.ess the~ territorial distribution. of-
. ' . 
the_ population in this ·co1rntry. It was ari innov.ation~ not since 
repeated by .the. USAID in théir· loan making pal icy· .. Specifically, 
therefore, this _paper involves :the examination of what 'research 
reached. the policy_ maker who participated in theserieS·Of decisions 
that .constituted the definition .and ne.gotiatfon of the sectorial 
. . 
loan _for urban and regional de~elopment? What part of this research 
was utilized i~ his decisionss and ~~at'was the ~elütive weight of 
thes·e decisions fñ. this specific process? 
- The Reg,ional i'zation -Model elaborated fn the National Planning 
Depártment -prior to the· se¿torial Loan negoti~tions is included as 
part of the ·specific policy _process:_ The rea.son fo-r thi·s i-s that. 
although the Reg_ionalization Model suggest_ed íl> c0ncrete. ·policy to 
modify :the'distribution 'af thispopulation~ is was not á''policy 
·instrument in and of itself.· Its link with the Sectorial Credit, 
however9 cannot·be denied. 
The auth~rs do not attempt at thi·s st~~e to set f~rt~ any hypothesgs_ 
·in ~especi t~'the r~l~tion~hip describe~ above from the point of 
. . - . ' . . - . . 
view ·af the efficiencj ~f the disseminátiori of research results. In 






regard to the communication or dissemination aspects the study is 
more exploratory in nature . 
What follows consists in five sections. This first is a brief 
summary of the area selected far the case study --policies that 
affect the territorial distribution of the p1pulation and in 
particular the Regionalization Model and the Sectorial Credit. 
This is followed by Section 11 Methodology of the study 9 Section 
111~ the lnterviews themselves~ Section IV Results~ and Section 







..: . 9 
l.- AREA OF STUDY 
POLICitS THAT- A~FECT THE TERRiiO~IAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
POPULAT ION: R EG I ONALI ZÁT ION· MODEL_· ANO SECTOR IA.L CREO lT . ( l ) 
~i~ce its treation9 th~ principal activity of the Spatial 
· Distribution Area Óf .the .c·orporation Regional Cen,tre of 
Populatio~ há~ been th~ ~~alysis 6f ·thos~ pol{cies an~­
a_ctions that. influence_ t.he -territorfaJ distri'bution of the 
populations. a~d the form in which t~e~e are integrated in 
national d~velopment plans. In 1974, the Area initi~ted a 
's'tudy on this issue which concerned Colombia· and Chile under 
the· auspices of the Program of .Res~arch Re1e~ant to the 
Forniulation of Population Policies (PISPAL) of the .Latin 
Ameri¿an Council of Social ~6ientes (CLACSO). · 
The pres ent s tudy o n the re la ti ons li i p het~1een. res.ea re h and 
the policies -that affett the terrJtorial distributiori of the 
· population9 is related to. the project ment .. ioned above •. In 
addit_ion9 the overall policy study serves as a: framework of. 
r_efé"rence. Therefore, it is. necessary to revi~w .here sorne of 
' '.. • e ' ' 
the general ·as pects of 'the overa 11 · f or the pres ent i nqu i ry 
policy study to explain the ~ont~xt of th~ dissemination ~tudy~ 
The · f.our Colombia n governments of the Nat tonal Fro nt ( 19 58-
.l 9 7 4 ) ha d d i f fer. en t p ~ s i ti o ns re g a rdin g t he ter r i to r i ~ l 
' . . ' '. 
distributioíÍ- of the population in th·e .countr/. The first 
administration attempted to re_turn the migrant _population to 
its place_of qrigin~ the ~~cond soug~t fo stop more migrants 
coming- to th~ cities9btit provided ser.vices to those wlio ~ad 
(1) These notes form. part of the study ·11 D_evel opm_ent Strategi es. 
and the Spacial Distributiori of the Populati-0~ 11 which is being 
cóhducted Ünder the auspicies of PISPAL CLACSO. One rihapter.of · 
this report has been publiihed in Colombias Sp~tial ·oistributi~n 
of the Population 7 Cardona (ed) Corp~~aci6n Centro Regional de 




lo - - . 
already arrived .. The third.'admÍnistr.ati-on_ accepted m;-gration--to 
· the. middle ranke-d éities9 
-to the-- la rg-er e it i es. Th e 
maJor urban ce~ters {2}. 
in- an attempt to-avotd f~rther_migration 
fo~rt~ ~ccepted:migra~io~ even tó the · 
T he to ta 1 o r p a r t i a l _re j e et i o n o f .t h e u ·r b a ri i z a· t i o n pro e es s by -
va r i o u_ s o f, t he p as t - ad mi n i s t r-a ti o ns -w as- base~ o n : th e . j de a th a t 
.rur.al-urban m·igrationas a.phen_omenonwas basically_a product of 
t h _e 11 v i o l en e e'' { 3 } . 
As mi gr a t i o n ha d a riega ti ve . e a u s. e ~ , i t to o -w as- ne g a ti ve • I t w as 
therefore thought that any-remedial action on .. the 11 violerice" 
.would modifymigratorj ·patterns and th~ m:igrants __ would return to 
thei r place of ori g i·_n-_ (4 )·. _ 
One of the' manners in which ;the. administration.operating under 
t he ·. pre m j S es· -t ha t m i gr a :t i O n W a S ne g a t i V e> SO U 9 h-t t ~ t h W a-r t f U r t her 
migration.,was by r~stdcting m.igrants _access to official -housirig--
~rograms~ So~e even ~~ f~r. as to use ~rmed for¿~ agatnst the 
squatter settlements ·buil_t by- migrants :in the citfes. 
(2J Thes-e four oositions 'have been ·extensively-studied i.n A_sia 
by A prrid i c·i o -Laqu i.a n ._ The ·r-esu l ts· of t h is s tudy wi 11 be . ·_. 
· publ ishéd_ .short - by· IDRC~ Ott·awa9 Ganada. 
(3} This explanatio,n ignores. the fact that migratfon-_ from the· . 
. rural .a reas is a result of the d.ecomposition of -the .small 
farm~ and th·e expropriafion of· th·é smal l .parcel as part pf 
the capital ist 'developmerit of agricultúre. See ANUG:. "La lu 
_cha d·e clases· en el campo -colombiano-". -Ideología y So.ciedad. 
No •. 6. _ . - -
(4) "-This perception ignores _that fa-et that even though there was 
· an association between the ru~al ~iol~nce and:the migratoty 
ex o d u ~ ~ t h i s do e s -n b t 1_11 e a n t ha t v i o .l en-ce w a s i t s p r i ne i p a l 
ca·us_e. The rural-urban migration was much.more a product of 
rapid __ population growth9 a. reduction ._in mortalitys and the 
penetration ~f ~oder~9- highly technified forms of production 
• -- < • 
:in CO"lomblart !lQriculture. · - -
ll - . 
Husken and_.Nas há.ve.written on.the two models that appear to 
. . . . 
ope_ra te ':in . rega rd. to t he .urbaniza tion próces s ~ One of t hes e,· the 
·. integrationi~t-model se~ms to have.been ·applied ·to the regional 
development ,;¡, Colombia. This point. of view attempts :to -interpret 
the economi~!l pol iticaland_ cultural. differe·n_ces between __ the urbat} 
center a nd rural - peri phera l ·a reas on the bas is of_ a. mode l of func~ 
ti o na l i nt.erd ependence. The i ntegrat-i on is t mode l pe re e i v:es o{ the .· · 
· .. ·city as a vangua-rd or big brother for the rural-~reas. In _t_his 
·way!l any- developmen't action on.the Úrban.ah:!aswill also 
positively affect rural ar_ea:s. Únder this ·model dev.élopment 
·program s are oriented towa_rds urbán infrélstructure and _services · 
• ~ - - - • T ' • • -
. and util ize a basfcally indi_éative and therefore sl ightly 
e.ffective c>"r voluritary· regional planning··. _ 
The other can be denominat~d ihe ~~nflict model and ref~rs to 
. the ·confli et of .. i nterests that · occ-upy ·a ,central _·poi nt in the. 
pr_oces.ses. of d~m i na ti-o n a nd -d ei>en_dé_nce th_a t -.f orm pa rt · of the 
-struggle for economic and political power. 
One of the most récent positions on the.urbanization.pr.ocess-in 
·Col.ombia!l w~ich illuStr~te~ the adoption of a model which can b~ 
talled 11·developmentalist 11 ·,was that· adopted by the· last _· 
ad m i_ n i s t r a t 1 o ·n • . A ce o r ~ i ri g _. to t h i s p o s i t i o n g u r. b a n i z á t i. o n · w a s no t 
on·Jf per.ceived as irreversibJe·, but a'lso considered a potentia_l fqr 
de ve l op_mént ~ The Pres ident o.f Colombia expres sed th fs pos it ion in.· 
:_ h"is message to ·Congre~s on Jüly 20;- l971: 
.. 
-'' .. -~The· aspects related to ·urbanization·and housing. undoubtedly 
have a vital· importance sfiveri that today development is a ' 
phenomeno"n that ·is inseparable fr.om" urban growth-, as-is illus~rat~d 
by· th.e dens ely urbanized industrialfz'ed _countries· ••• 11 
And the ·National Deve_lopment Plan nThe Four Strátegiesº el aborat.ed . 







11 To pretend to restrict.the movement of the people from the 
rural areas is equivalent to reducing instead of improving their 
mobil~ty and augmenting competition in the already congested rural 
areas and perpetuat·ing dualism. 11 
11 In this way9 if the short-term objectives oriented towards 
augmenting the opportunities of urban employement are successful 9 
the resultant demand will be concentrated on a smaller number of 
farmers9 and this will salve the serious problem of rai~ing salary 
levels in agriculture. 11 
THE REGIONALIZATION MODEL 
The Regionalization Model was elaborated by the National Planning 
Department during the Administration of President Lleras Restrepo. 
It was designed as an ·instrument to act upan regional differences 
and lacks of equilibrium~ under the assumption that these were 
not self-corrective within the economy and that a laizzez faire 
policy on1y worsened the inequities of the system.(5) 
One of the mechanisms established in the model to achieve·a 
balanced regional development WílS the reorientation of migratory 
currents. Utilizing this mechani3m sorne highly populated zones of 
low develcprnent potentinl cou1d decrease thei':" demographic 
concentration~ in arder that thB remaining population augment 
productivity and earnings. The model affirmed that the rspression 
of the ~igratory currents would be a grave ~rror for a dev~lopihg 
country and that ra~her thBse migratory currents should be 
stimulated and directed. The stimulation of selected urban center 
and colonization zonas through the reorientation of migrator~ -
currents would be part of this policy. The Regionalization Model 
estab1 ished ¡,; hie\~urchy of urban centers ·ln order to determine 
the level and function of each of these in relatio~ to the others 
on the basis of the principle that not a11 -cities have the same 
(5) See: nPo1íticas de Desarrollo Regional y Urbano9 Modelo de 
Regionaliv1ción 11 9 R.evista de Planeación y Desarrollo11 Vol. II9 
Oct. 19709 No. 3 
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i~portance in thé ~atiorial ~nd- re~ional:corit~xt. To establish 
this-hierar-chY the model employed thr-ee areas .of variables: 
demOgra~hic~_ ecoñ-omic,and -social. The _in-odel is constructed on -
-~he_,-ev i den ce tha t ~conomi c growth do es not a ppea r si mu 1 ta neous 1 y 
in all areas~ but that- rather this _occurs in-selected points or 
Poies of dev~lop~ent- that th~h ~~ansmit ~n in~luence of v~ried 
- fnteris i-ty on the ~conomy -i ~ general. The econo-mtc -growth of 
the~e polis ~s due to what a~e referred tb as movier industries 7 
_Which tend :to concentrate in_ the development p_oles. lhese 
-industries have two principal charácteristics, the- direct· and 
ind~ced i~fluen¿e of tbe a_ctivity of fheir secto-r -on thé óther 
: seitors of~t~e e¿pnom~ a~d _the con6entraiio~ oi the-g~eater part 
. . - - - . ' 
of t~e _a_ctivities of -the mov1-er i~_dustry in a redÚced -n-umber of 
campantes. :rhese- char_acte-ris.tics imply price control by•tbese 
industries ancJ control of th_eir productiori- onthe -sector and on 
- . . . - ' 
asso
0
ci_ated s·ectors. _The model establistied_ a hier51rchy of urban 
centers -in o.rder ~o identify the- development-p-oles and the urban 
-fu n_ et fon s _ o f na t i o na l i n f 1 u e n ce-. 
- The Regionaliz¿tion Model specificed amon~_thé-objectives of ºa 
- - policy: of regional -and--urban developmen-t -the .followin_g_: -
The incr_easé -of the standard of living i-n the ·regiorís. 
-- T h e d i re et i o n o f - t h é m i-~ r a t ó r y cu r re n t s • 
-T:he e~ ta b 1 is hment· of a l evel of -C:~mpe:tence a nd reg i ona·l 
efficiency. 
1 
The -profita-bi llty o_f púb.1 ic investménts- in the -.social sector_. 
- - ' 






The modification of the urban str~cture. 
Accordihg to the documents of the National Planning Department, 
the purpose of the model was to rationally nrder the national 
territory in order to locate industrial investments with a 
~riteria of efficency within a modern economy. In addition the 
Model spoke of directing migratory currents sway from the capital 
city of Bogota, while stimulating migration to selected regional 
centers. This last objective is based on the need to reorient 
migration in order to diminish social tensidns in the short run 
and obtain economic expansion in the future. 
The followin9 maps illustrate sorne of the aspects related to the 
spatial distribution of the population and the actual regionali-
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j_ In Ju]y 1971 the Colombian Government signed a contr_act with the 
1 . • International Developmeni Agency of the U~ited States for a loan9 
1 in order to develop a program base~ princi~ally ori the recommendations 
~-. . of the Regionalization Model and-with the purpose of strenghtening 
i l the middle ranked cities and the mar~inal areas of the urban centers. 
This loan was the first planned effort made in the country to modify 
- the pattern of population s~tile~ent which -up .till then had demonstrated 
a marked tendency to conceritrate in the major cities. (6) 
The objectives of the loan were tó: 
Promote the economic· development of the middl~ ranked cities*9 
with emphasis on the -promotion of labor intensiva industries. 
Improve the basic infrastructure of services for the l~west 
income groups. 
Improve the level of local planning and publi~ administration. 
APPLICATI-ON .OF THE C8EDIT. 
- . 
The Government found many obstacl~s to distributing th~ funds of the 
loan~ in spite of the immense poverty of the cities that We~e to be 
the beneficia~ies of the loan. Among the~e obstacles were the lack of 
(6} 
(*) 
Contract of the Sectorial Credit with the lnternational 
Development Agencyj for Regional and Urban Developmentj 514-L~06j9 
·August 1971. See appendix 11 A11 
Middl~ ranked cities were considered to be those with populations 













16 - .. 
adequ~te informati·on on.the part of.the.local ·administrators conc·ern .· 
ing th.e existence and ~possibi·l iti~s of the _cred,its a lac~ of capacity 
. : on . the. pa rt' of these admj nis t ra tor's ~to. el ahora te adequate reque's t for 
the cr~d_its and an. absence· 'of_ econo~ic .r.esources in tt:ie poorest urba.n 
centers wh-ich prohi·b.ited ·them from' back:fng' 'even a mini.muro level of 
- .. ' ~. 
c red i t . Pe r ha p s o ne o f t he m o s t s e r .i o ú s o b s ta el es - to t he d f s tri bu t i o n ·.· 
o f t he ere d i t . c o ns i s te d o- n -t he re j e c t i o n by t he Mu n i c i p a 1 C o u ne il s o f . 
a~ y s u g ges t i o n to u s e_ th e e: red 1 t . - T h i s w as d u e -to t he fa é t t ha t a n 
important proporti.on of the Municipal .c_ouncils were contr9lled by 
members of the .opposition ·party (ANAP6) and fqr thi~ reason .there-was 
~" perma nent confl i c t between. them a nd. the 1oca1 _ad mi nis tra tors s 
majors' and other_ employee~; precisely those in charge of-.negotiating 
the loan. 
The-se difficul ti es 1 ed to the fµct that -the fund·s o:f the AID credjt. 
were .not .distributed as· planned: This -f~rc.ed the Governmentll 
through the N~tional Planning Department~ to look for other 
· .distribution mechanisins. _For this reason; in 1972 the-Plaiíning - . ~. . 
Dep_artment formed a- prog.ram -of Municipa]- arid S~ate Jec-hn~cal 
. - - . 
Assistánce9 tó_ facilita te ·commynic~tión w~_t_h t_he múnicipal ities 
- - . .. 
· ·and especially -llJith t_hose mo~t related to .the- credit. This _program 
off~r.ed - techn 1ca1 resources to ·e 1 a bora te developme nt : p 1 ans in 
t hes e 'c i t i es , a ri d t he n a p p l y fo r lo a ns w i t ni ri . t he c red i t . 
Th is - step- was nécess ary._g; ven the i neff i c i ency · of the i ns:t i tut ion a 1 i ze~ 
process of reg·i onal -develo pment pl a nn i ng ._ 
. -
17 
The dec.lsions takén-.a-t -th_e level of .the P·resident ·af the RepubJic 
and th~ Council Óf so-cial :and Economic Pol icy; w-~re supposed ·to- be 
impl.emented on a -secto'rial · 1'evel "through -the: offices. of -p·l-~nning -
- - - . - . -
. of th"e Ministr.ies atíd through these in the_ pl_anning. offices of the 
'de_scentralized, fnst·(tutions ~-
On a ·regional level planning· was slJpposed to be iinplementéd through 
the planning off_ices of the Sta tes, _and through these in· the planning -
d'ffices:of the mu11icipalfties. --~ 
Th,is system-~ppeárs tQ be adequ_a_te -;ri-countrfes _with p'lanned economies, 
but it does- not see·m- tO function 'fn Col.ombiti weré_ regional planni·ng _ 
' - ' . - . -
.is volu~tary and i.ndicative~ -For thts reason-,: in sp.ite of the efforts 
- to achi:eve- a more rational: dis_tr,ibutio~ of: t:he populat1on·,'_in which ' 
cons-iderable t_ime and -effort were- spent~ the final result fel1 ·far 
-short · o'f -the. i ntended ·goal s ~ 
1 : . 








The first s:tep_.for tfris -and the following sections of the study was 
the ·ide11t·ifh:°~tion- ofthe policy makers who were ·;nvolv~d in· this -- · 
particular palie.Y- making- ¡:irocess~ ~in~d potentially_·_ a_ffected_ by research:···. 
This cWas accompl i$hed through· an a·nalysis- óf. the' -formal steps.~ttifs' 
· ·policy w-as required to take and the public a·rg·ánisms .thi-s_ involved. 
In ·regard to the· id~ntif.i-cation of sp-ecit"ic ·studi"es, this study 
assumes that át t_he time the decis_ions that led to -this loan w·ere 
taken certain bodies of .sCiéntific ·kno~í.ed_ge ccincerni_ng urb_an and 
. regi~~al devélopm~nt and ~he ·dis~ribUtion of trie population ~xis~ed · 
that~were.poten.ffaily ·ávailablé to the Cqlombian policy maker • 
. The -i n:terv_ fews: 11ri-th these ·:; nd i ~ i dual s · touc'hed. u~pon . the: fo 11 owi ng 
questi ons_: 
1.-·' In what ·farm did the -research· re:ac_h th"e. indi~idual, i .e. · 
· mi meog r'aph", bao k f orm oral. ma il ed, :or pe rsonall y prese_nted·· by 
the authov'?· 
2.- What p.a.rt o'f the rese·arch thát actuany·reached the decision 
rnaker \~as: empl oyed by -him and. in what_.-way?. · -
3-~- Mhat was th_e·;relativeimporta.nc_e of the decision in which .this 
research wasempl_oyedin·the speéific po.li_cy making_.pro_cess 
u n d e r e .x a m i ·na ti o n ? · 
T hes e t h ~e e a s p e et s d es e r i be d · a h'o ve e o n s t i_ tu t ~ -. i n ter n a l . d fm en s i o ns o f 
the: reiat_i Ón~hi p between ·research and pol fcy ~aking •. Th~y- form_ t.he 
ground work far· ga_uging· the efre:ctivel'.less of the pol icy ~a.king_ -
process as a \~hole~ and the·reby résear.ch iri modify_fng the:· ter~itorial 










The p~rpose of each interview with the Colombian policy makers 
-
involved in the definition and negotiation of the Sectorial Credit 
Loan for Urban and Regional development was to det~rmirie, broadly, 
l.- The structural factors und~rlying the specific policy 
making process as a whole. 
2.- The policy maker's decisions withi~ this process. 
3.- The informa~ion he utilized in reaching these decisionsi 
and in the case in which he utilized research results. 
4.- H6w and in what form these results reached him. 
In the interviews, research is not defined by any established 
parameter . Rather, the information sources in general of the 
pa~iicipants were recorded in order to examine the overall pict~re 
of types and. levels of information. 
The following is the transcription of those as~ects of-the interviews 
that cóntributed to the analysis of these facets of the relationships 
between research and policy making iri the specific policy issue. 
The interviews were conducted in no particular orders although many 
times óne interview would lead to another. 
For the sake of analysis, the-interviews have been organized according 
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l. The first are those individuals directly involved in the 
process that led to the Sectorial Credit Loan 9 including 
members of the National Planning Departrnent who worked in 
the elaboration of the regionalization model 9 given the 
apparent link between this model and the credit. 
2. The second area is composed of individuals who were involved 
in certain peripheral or specific and principally mone~ary 
aspects3 of the Sectorial Credit. 
3. The third area includes various of the initial implementers 
of the credit. 
4. The fourth are representatives of the private or offitial 
sectors 9 not directly implicated in the credit but who can 'be 
cónsidered potential 11 behind the scenes 11 informal policy 
makers or 11 influencials" in this process. 
The inf6rmation that follows is based on the data from the 
interviews with those individuals identified at the beginning of 
of each section. 
It is important to stress at this point that two of the members 
of the research team of the CCRP were at one time or another 
d i re et l y i n v o 1 ved ; n m a ny o f t he s te p s o f t he, pro e es s des e r i be d i n 
the following section. In spite of this proximity with the process 
all the information reported in this is a product of the interviews. 
If this information appears to divt~rge from the 11 real ity 11 of the 
happenings~ this serves to further illustrate the gap that exists 
i~ a general understanding of the nature of the policy making 
process and of the role of research in this. 
LOCATION OF tl'IDIVIDUAL IN THE COLOMBIAN PUBLIC SECTOR 1.966 - 1.974. ELABORATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODELO DE REGIONALIZACION AND CAEDITO SECTORIAL 
5 Pr•.sidol'\tl 
~ Awsor [con. 
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_ 111 • .-- HHERVIEWS 
The~~nllowing .are t~e English versions:of the friterview~ conducted 
by,the various m~mbers of the CCRP- re~earch group; 
- -
Jülio _Mendoz-a 
Julio· Mendoza. was th_e_ f i rs t head of the _ u·n-it of U.rban · and ·Reg i oña.l 
Developmá~t-of -th_e--NatfoJ1al Pl~nn_ing .Depart11_1e-nt._ Under his-·d.irecti:ón .. 
: _the ·11 -Modelo_ de_ Regional i-zaciónu:·was d-ev~l_o.:ped, an·d the_ negotiatior:r. 
for-the sectorlai'Cred-it- initiáted. · - -
_ Men_doí:'a-feels that -it was due_ to t"he-~laboration- of th-e regio~ali­
zatio.n model -that the inte-rnational agencies~ arid. in __ particul ar··us~IÓ _ 
bec_ame--; nteres t_ed- in _t h_e- Sect.or i al -~red i_t .toan: fo·r Urban and Reg i ona 1-: 
qevelopment fn _Colomb_i_a. In ~ad~it.iori; ~1~-ndoza_ cités- t_he ~xis_t_ence of á 
numbér -of o-ttí~r S:tucÍies -i-n. the region, a·nd in-tern:afiorial c-onf-eren_ces _ 
~hich_ t.óuched upon the sp~tial :d.istrfbu-tion of_ the popufation.--These· 
- - • _. - > _ .. _ -· • - • " ,.-
studieswere -carried- o·ut-·in -C-hile~- Brazil _-and :ve-nezuela. The -Frenc_h: _- ----
ec·ono_m-ist _B_e_auvil_l e wor~ed di:rectly.-on the ;c;Qnée-pt ·of -middi e- ranked-_ º _ 
cities·-in sr.·azn duri"ng. fhis per-iod. _Menr;tózá _sees- the_ úrban ~nd­
regio11ai-secto~--ial ~e:r-edit-:as _cfuite- a d·ep-arture- from the _trad-itional--· -
foc--~s ·¿f -econorrii e _grÓwth- of.. the U-SA 1 o:_ and -fee l s- -tha t thi_s_ d~~a rtur~-: 
was dué' to_- the- infl uenée- of the- regioryal ization,-· m'ode_l. 
~1endoza -d~fines the_-.¡M~delo de Reg-ionalizaCi ·'nü ~s.· the first step -
in' a_n effor:t to clar-ify-_ the ·urban' si,fyation o:t the country, 
- _esp~ciq-lly i_n_-regard_ to- "the spatial_ distribution of the population. 
~The. concept origina ted- _; n· the i de_a of the terri tor ia.l orQan iza ti on: -
_ of fhe:·populat:ion-discussed '~nd _studieq"·1n·selgJúm- and- F:rance. _Me_n- -
do za added so-me. eco-nomi e _var.i ab1 es to th is· type of anal ys is for the 
.- -





Colombian version of- i;he ·model -. The group he _Órganized in the Unit 
brought with them the technology·and the termin~~ogy·of 'ihi$ &tbool_ 
of th_ought. He hims-elf had written a .do-ctor·al- dis:sérta_tion ap_plyirig 
the ·s-cheme to th~ Val Jé.Y of ·ca u ca-. These. con~epts had- i-ater been--
_appl ied: in tti-e Valle_ Unfvers_ity_where-Edgar Re_v·e;_zadded the-vadable' 
~ducatioti_to the inalysis~The theory of Lebreve,was-also used in the· 
• _ work ·of Mendoia: The-group- that Mendoza· brought wi_th hilll to th~ Pl-an-
ning -Departm.ent allhad-an European orieñted education in-regard to 
· develop~ent ttíeory-. He .expla,i-ns~ thatthey got on qufte well in the . - - - - -
Plañr1i ng óepartmént in s pi te -of the- hea vy· i nfluence of North_ Amer i c:·an 
-Models of devel ()pment. an_d: econo_mi e -growth -preva_.; 1 f~g iti the depa~_tmént 
~s:a result of- the grad~ate·t~aining: of ~ther·~embe~s.in the Unjte~ 
Sta tes~ 
- ~. ~ : 
With'Jorge :Ruiz Lara_, the director.of the Natió_nal P-fañning Departm~nt; ·_ 
Mendoza desi"gne~ the--i~plemen-tfn:9-mechárlisms of:-thé.credit, -thes~- -_ 
bei~g the Indu~trial and Urban nevelopment Funds. The ~rban.Development 
Fun·d-:(F.FDU) _hád -_a,lread/_ been-:used during. the·._tl-er~s -administratJcin_ 
. - by-·cha:nn~l ing funds fr~ni th~-:"_cent-~al_ Mottgage ~ank. In a,ddit-ion-,- :due - · 
- :to -_the size :o_f -the loan,---the Institute of Te-rritorial Cr~-dit-_(ICT) - -
- - ·:· -
was a·l so-; n.c-1 uded· amo_ng. the impl ~mentors · c,f _ the- 1 oan for the - __ 
_ .constrÚ·cti:on- o.f low cost- _hoUs-ing:. The:·chotce of 't-hé·s_e_ instruments -
~o.r:.- di ~-t:ri b-ut {ng the cred i t .wa's _:b'as_ed-_on the ·_ fat{ t~a t ··thé onfy -\liay- to _ 
infi"uence m"igration is through ~he m~nipuJ.atio-n·ofemployment 
oppo·rtu ni ti es, .hen ca th_e -in-ves tmerÍt in indÚs t~y--- a hd serv ices~- -
- . 
With fhe change. in-·the diréct-io~cof th-e National P-lanning··-Depártment:~-
-dúring' ~t-hé fi-rs-t year of the i>a~tra-na:;admfnistration_, a radfcal ly 
- differént cconc~pt- of- urban- and -r~gi:o~na"i".-de\i'~lopm-ent --than, that .p-ropo~ed 
jn t~e _regionalizati_on mo-del was -set fclrth -{n--th'e ~riati-onal de-velopment 







According to -Mendoza, the purpose -of the ~egior:ial i'zation Model .a:s- a 
policy instrument wa~- the mo~e ~qu~l distrf~~iio~ of the popu~ation. 
-The-first objec-ti-ve· of the Model was _th~t Bogota- n~t co-nti~ue tó · 
grow in an unbalánced-ll)anner inre~pect' to--the:two followi-ng cities. in 
size -Cali a~d Medellín-. The second-purpose was that these three 
-. - -
c_;ti~s--no~ continue to gro~ in· d·isbalance wfth the_cjties that. 
surround-them_ geographically. 
Unde_r_ Pastraná, 90% of the cons;tant · v_álúé bu i l d j rfg bands -UPAC ll i ssued 
massively ·d:uri~·g his -admh1iStration- i·n an effort to -channeLsav-ings· 
and é:reºate eÍnploymen-t in the constr.uctio~ indu~try, were· concentrated 
in ~o!lota_, __ Med:e 11 in and Ca 1 i. -the- three la rges t e i_t-i es-.· The eff ec t -
of th-is was Just the opposite-of ·the·Regionáliz~t-ion Mode-1, the 
inc~eased é:onceritiati6n of the ~Op~lation. 
Men_Cloza -·points out that in a·ne- analysis, .the last censu:s-, -it is 
ev i dent tnat _ urban con e-entra ti on has i ncreased dras ti ca ll y a_nd Bogotá_ -
-ha-s cfotstipped Cali _anct Medellin_in-_pop'ulation. 
- M~ndoza-_. is the :_; hd i Vi ch.ial -who was cJ osest to the ent_i re process o.f: 
. the e'] abora_ti on of -thé~ Mod:el --o{ Regi on'al i zat ion °and - the -Cred i f as 
_:- :an-insider- and par·ticipant-. He ~las ob~doµsly a·po:licy-- máker reach_ed. 
- -arid d-~~p-1 y i nf fue~ce:~ by the. res u lts of: re sea ~ch'. thro_ug h- :trai n ing -_ -
-abro ad- pa rt-i é i pa_t ion :in_ in.ter-na ti'ónai :conf e.ren'c_e~, -·a·nd :c_o_nta~·t _:wfth :: 
other national researchers. -Mendoza-_applied the coñcep-ts of r.esearch 
in hÚ~ p-o i i_ cy dec i sfo_ns. These -_p~-1 i c-i es. -had_ sorne é.f f e~t<o.n · the _ 
actua_l tefritor·ial- distrfbution -o-f-the popula~t'-on .. Howev-er·,::. with 
thechangé in poljcy in_ the_ followjng-adin:ini-stration, -Mendoza.himself.-
demonstrated how these decisions- based ori res_earch had· no real 
i nfl uence beyo-nd- a n -academi e a.nd _ theor-et ica r 
distributiort of the Coiombia~'populatinn. 
- _-. -
- _- " - -
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. Augusto -Cano Motta 
Cano, an ec·onomist, was assista'nt director of ·ttie National Planni~g 
Department between ·1955 a~d 1968, and the Sec~~tary Ge~et~l -0f the. 
Department .between 1969 ánd 1.-970~.-_:I-t w~·s ·_du-ri ng~ the peri od. b.etween 
1966 and 1970 that Edgar Gutierrez Castro ·wa_s appoint·ed diréc.tor of . 
... 
_ the Planni·ng Depar_t.ment by.President-Llerass.Juli·o Mendoza. wa-s the 
h_ead of the Regional -and- Urban Development Unit., and Edgar Revei .z · 
- . . -
workéd. within this -unit~ 
Cano was an observer of the ~rocess in the period during.which the 
Regi~nalization Model was elabor~ted arid he pa~ticlp~ted:in th~ 
negotiations _far_ t_he--Seé:torial Credit ·Loan . 
. _ Cano, an -impor.tant.-administrator, made decisions of som·e wei_ght in 
··.the organization .of .the Plann:ing·Depar_tm-ent.durin·g the·p~r-iod wh~n. 
- - - - - -- - - - -
the model was- elaborated and the cred.i( .n'egotiated, oased in "part -
on the advice of foreig-n consul.tahts. Tliése- decisions, ha-d_.specific 
ef:(ects ón the poJ icy ina_ki-ng pr<rcess ·in tha-t -th.ey. determ.ined ·the type 
·.. . - . . . - - - - ....,\_ ·-
0 f plan~ing which was to be ca~tied out by.the Colombian_govarnment~ 
- . - \. 
ánd constitut_ed a move tow_ards se_ctorial: planning··and away from ·the 
traditional project or.ientation· o·f th_e .d-epartment. As a r~sult, it ... 
- - - - , - - - - , - -
can be. affirmed that the ·wpe· of 11 rese_arc_h 11 which a_ffected the _ 
.. · a_dminist-ra-tive'Jevel .of plarining was in. the .form of consuitants from · 
forei~~ bank~ and foundati~ns who~x~rted press~res ¿n the·C¿lo~bian 
pl an~ers to better define the priori tfe-s- of the. -dev_el opm-~nt pr~cess " 
in· wh_ich their funds were in_volved, ·and more towar.ds a more "sectorial"-: 
planning ~pproach. 
The Regionalization Mod~l formed an.esseritial ~art nf thts newly 







The model was perceived 'by Cano ·as a ·descriptive diagnosis of the 
différent · cJtie~ .óf :the· country: that,. ordered t.h.ese''according to. 
_ a n u m be r o f s pe e i f i e c r i ter i a u~ i 11 g he _a .1 t h , e d u e a t i .o n a n d e e o no m i e 
indicators._ The informatio_n was organized utiliz.ing the dévelopment 
pales \heory. · With this arialysis each ·city. could be· compared in 
certa in as pects wi t h .the a vera ge l. e ve f f o:r a i 1 the·· e i ti es of the 
. ' •, 
country, permitting a rational regional distribution of go'vernment 
ex pe n d i· tu res . 
·· T he re g i o na l c.l i a g nos i s w as -«:o m p 1 et e d i n 1 9 6 9 , to be· use d i n- t he 1 9 6 9-
1973 development plan, -which more than a devélopment p1an was .a· 
sect¿rial descripti~n 6f-the cóuntry and a_guide.for publ.ic investment. 
Although the modé1 establ is_hecLC:er.tain guidel ine .and was us.ed to 
justify. s'om~ investment, it functfoned- quite ind.ependently from the 
USAID Sectorial C~~dit. 
Dr. Cano, a .participant and obs~rver 6f the USAib, DNP negotiations 
for the Sector·lal Cred·lt Loan.conceives· of thereglohalization mÓdel 
·.as. a stimulus ·and 11 point of depart.urefor the C~edit9 yet. quite a.n 
indepe~dent enterp~iie~ The DNP wis in~erested ·fn regioncil deYelópment 
· and u·sAID9 a1so. interested in regiona.1 development, uséd the "Modelo 
de R~gionalizaciórí" as a starting po.int. for con.vérsation·s. The. 
research inforinat;.on uti1ized :in thi-s pro~.ess carne from.the Colombian 
Minisiries in th~ form o~. ~aw ·empfrf~al data in the case of education, 
health .and e6oriomic variables~ while ~h~ iri~tru~enis of analys{s ~sed 
in ~he ·~od~l 0~~e.brought by .Drs. M~ndoza and Reveiz, f~esh · from 
graduate sch~o1 in E~rope ahd ~~ger tci ~pply t~e, mode~~they. h~d 
learned.iet, this ·model had·l~til~ effe6t 6n th~ formulation ~f the 
ba~ic:térms óf the s~6toria1 Credit. lts role w~s more one of 
bringfng the urbari and« regional development issu-e. to- the attention · 
of the USAID·p~~sonnel, who were also independ~~tly interested in 
the a rea •. 
·-






These individuals-'(Leonard Komfié·lds. nn~LStephán Wiesman-) émployed 
infor~ition from the Nationa1· Plan~ing Depa~tment in a·document they 
wrote in.English Qn regio~al an~ urban dev~lopment~ arid thens they 
began. to speak of a.sectorial ·credit Loan to-deveÍop.these activities. 
- . . . . . . ' . -
.The personal interest of those tun.ctionaries cointided ·with the 
widespread intere.st in regiO'nal deveiopment in the country, and this 
coincidence conclud~d in the Loan. 
In conclüsion~ as an observer Dr. Cano~ a:n important member of the 
Na t i o na l P 1 a n n i n g De p a_'r t me n t d u r i n g t he pe r i o d .. w he n t he Re g i o na l i za ti o ri 
· Model _was developed· and·the neg·atiat1ons far the :C.r¡,:d·it iniciated 9 · 
perceives that although outside ~at~ an~ models o~ analysi~ were 
. . . . 1 . 
emplo1ed in the elaboration of the Model~ the Modél in itself wai of 
s l i. g h t i m porta n ce· in .t he n ego t i a t i o n a n d fo r 11J u 1 a t i o n o f t h e Sector j a l 
Credit for Urban and Regional Development~ This.tre~it was more a 
produc~ of an interest of specific identified members of AJO.in c;lom 
. . .• ' -
bia, i~ the ~rba~ sector •. These individuals utiliz~d the Regionaliza-
tion Mo.del iri ª. i:Jocument the.y wrote in English ·in· círder· to justify · 
to _the Colombiaris a. sector·ial .. credit in the are.a •. On the ·other hand; 
outside researc~ in the fo~m of foreign advisors was i~poriant in 
the adoption_ of the sec·torial planning approach .in the DNP approach 
which was ultimately responsibl~ for the Regibnalization Mbdel. 
·Antonio Urdinola 
4rdinola worked with Edga~ Guti~rrez and Augus~o Cano in the · 
' . 
. organization o~ ihe Nétional Planning Department during the first 
part of the Lleras administration as the' director of the Unit of. 
1 n d u s tri a 1 a n d· Agraria n S tu di es ~ 
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ln the op1n1on of Urdinola 9 - the regionalization mod~l was, the product 
· of Julio Men~&za and his e~ployee Edga~ Revat~ .. Both had been hired by. 
Edga r Gut i ér~ez. who cons i de red tha t Fra:n.cé was · far a he ad in the a reas 
. of regional pl~nni~g. For this r~ason~ Mendoza -*ho h~d studied in . 
France ~~d Bel~ium,~as. ~~ought·~~to the Departm~~t.'According to Urdi 
. . . . . . . 
·nola~·Mendoza considered his function in the Department ·almost 
exclu.sivély in terms of the development of the. regionalization model. 
Mendoza was giV~n the task of ii~ding a solutiori to thé ~egional 
di s tri bu ti o n ·a f t ·he na t i o na l bu d ge t • Fo r · t h i ~ pu r pos e , Me n do z ~ 
~ecoursed to the theoretical instruments of the French Regionalization 
Model he had acquired durihg his studies in Europe. 
Alt.hough Urd1nola contributes litt~e to our knowled'ge of' the 
lnformati~n employed in the-model~ and had l~ft the DNP b~fore the 
Credit was negotiated,· he indicates th~t Mendaz~ was hired because 
of h~s ed~cational backgrourid ~n the Fr~ncd-Belgian school of 
', ··. 
regional development and was directed to establish ~ scheme.of 
reg.ional distribution of t.he. na.tioñal biJdget. "In other words, the 
fact that th.e regionali;z:ation model followed a given theoretical 
sc~eme· was not ·accidental. 'Mendoza was specifically hired because of 
h i s res e a re h · ~a e k g ro u n d ·in t he F r a ne o.: Bel g i a ·n s e h o o l • 
His ~erception of the. in+luence of research on the.policY making 
process' for thiscase, is -that.individuals ~re hire.d because of. 
thei r academi e _background,_ as an .. i nd i rect manne~- of acqu i ring th~ 
research and kriowledge of 'a certain schóol of thought with which 
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Antonio Alvarez Restrepo 
Dr.· Alvarez·Restrepo held ~n i~portant Cabiriet Post.during th~ first 
two Years of the Lleras adÍnini~tration (1966-19.68) :as the Mi_nister of 
Development, ller~s had .fü11 power ov~~ the Nati~nal ~lanning 
Departmentgacéording to-Alvarez, and the ¡Jlanning 'of industrial 
development was assigned first. priority. His :Planning.focus was 
clearly expressed in the:·canstitutlonal Reform ·of .196B which gave th·e 
Government the ability io establ~sh nor~s to encourage regi~nal And 
i n d ~ s t r i a 1 d i V e r s i f i e a t i o n • . Al V á re z a f f irm s t h a t D r ~ L l era s · w as W o r r i e d . 
by the d,isorderl y form in .wh; ch Bogota si. Mede 11 in a nd ca li', the three 
Principal cities of Colomb.ia,were growing 9 princip.ally as C1 result of 
the peasant·migration from the .rural areas. One .. of the·solutio·ns . . " - -- .. 
stated for this problem was the reorie~tation of .this mi9ration io 
the. middle-ranked ci-t.ies, by stimulá.tiorig; ·- the industrialdevelópment 
of these cit.ies, hence their demand far labor.· He' ·affirms that he 
wcis .the· first mem.ber of the Lleras gover.nment to me.ntion the theory 
of development pales of Francious Perroux in reJation to. this 
; ... -
preocupation of the p~esident. 
·' 
· . A 1 va rez as sumes a 1 og i ca 1 1 in k between Dr. L1 ~r.as' s concern wi th. ·the 
theories of Perróux and the ·fact that Gti~i~rrezg who.was_nam~d head 
of the National Planning Department, .. had ca·rried out stu~ies with 
individuals who were fam~ii~r ~i'th t~e~e theor~es~ 
In ad~ition· to.Perrouxg Al vare~· hi~self claims tb be ~ersonally 
acquainted with e.xtensive 1 iterature orí' region~l 'development and 
diversificaticin, and iri~ustrial development: In particular, he 
. . . . . . . . . \ . . . 
ment ioned the cases of Sao · Pau 1 o, a nd Monterrey,, Mex i co .. 
Alvar~z appears to be o'ne of the routes by:wliich. many of the ini~ial 
theorf0,s which led ,to the regio.nalization model·and ·perhaps to the 
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his own role in policyj he seems to have linked many of the concerns 
of President Lleras with the research and experiences of other 
countries in the area. He also claims to have been indirectly 
responsible for bringing Guti~rrez to the National·. Planning Office 
by informing Lleras of the {heories of Perroux. Alvarez says he is 
an extensive reader of research results and reports. 
Germán Bravo 
Bravo9 a demographer and sociologistg worked in the National Plannin~ 
Department during the Lleras administration in the Urban and Regional 
Development Unit under Mendoza. His interview is concerned mainly 
with the ~pe of information sources that were employed in the 
elaboration of the Regionalization Model. 
Bravo feels that the inittative behind the elaboration of the Model 
was the work that had been carried out in Europe by Mendoza. 
Utilizing these formulasj Colombian data was in effect filled in to 
produce a nati~e model. Th~ Model was then consultad with 9 and sold 
to the President and to the Congress. 
Bravo explains that under the direction of Mendoz~ 9 . the director of 
the Unit of Urban and Regional Developmentg a preliminary document 
on interdepartmental migration was completad in 1968.;'·~·mplo.~ing 
the ~ethodology of analysis used by Mendoza in his doctoral wurk 
at Lovaina~ and the theories of Perroux and Beauville of the Insti-
tuto de Altos Estudios de Paris. The attention of the unit was 
focused on the lack of regional balance which caused migration 
currents from a backward zone to a relatively more developed zone. 
The unit commenced the study of regional balances using as an. 
indicator migration flows. 
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The availability .of data l imited. this. wórkll and··.for thi's reason the 
fndiiators sel~cted were chos~n on the b~sis of existing. piimary . 
informatidn sn~rces~ The mei~ods of ~nalysis empl~yed inclu~e~ those 
" . . . . ' 
utilized in Metbod~ of Regi~nal An~lysis of Walte~ Isard~ in partiiular 
the Fisher Formula to discrimi.nate- r~lative· 11.weighti• of each city and 
. . 
place these in hierarchical orders and the gravftational .formula .of 
Reilly 9 as .an in.strument. to m~asure the· .attraction forc'e. of each city 
in terms of migration fl,0~1 an·d econ_omié distanc·e between centers. 
The d~ta used was: tMat which had -been cóllected by the Instituto de 
C~€dit.o Territor·ial regarding housinfJ deficits.9 . that of CEDE o·n . . . . . . . . ' ' 
unemployment;· and that of income distribution of·D~za. The study 
.that ~~d been ~~nducted by Asc6FA~E 9 was us~d to ~omplement the 
Colombian Census Data. Thé work of Alvaro Lópe.z'Toroll CEPAL~ CELADE9 
Migue1·urrutia nnd Sandoval 9 and the Lebre Mission and C~rrie Mi~sibn 
. . -. . J ' • • . • - . • 
óf t~e~World Bank9 was used as_ gene~al contextual· data. The Library 
of AJO was reco.ursed to fer spec.ific documents such .as the study of 
Eugene "avens. bn the slums in Barranquillas and the documents of 
Populatio~ and ~evelopment of Schultz arid McGreevey. 
The. unit made occasidnal presentations of. the Model outsida of the 
Department which were recei~ed with little enthusiasm and the model 
was ... Osúally label~d utopian .. Nónethelesi~ Mendoza_c.arried out a 
cértain amount. of pr.orriotional ·activity with sorne success 9 in arder ·to 
achieve the support of the·Congres~ by expl~ining t~~member~ of it
9 
·the .ne~d to empl OY· an instrument su ch. a·s the mod.el to identify 
necessary_ investments in the ·diffe~ent regionsi 
It ~as t~e general. imp~e~sion of the prófessionals of th~ Planni~g 
}~?·~~tm~nt wor~ing in the Regional and Úrban Development Unit 9 that 
. President LÍeras_ ·was not aware. of their activities. ·In 19-68
9 
Presid~nt. 
Llaras visited iha D~partrnent for thre~ days during which ~resentation 
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· T he . p i c._tu r é pres_ en te d by B r; á v o i s t ha t o f a g ro u p o f · h i g h l y 
qualified arid well documente~ profession·a1s.who 9n .their own 
inifiative 9 and o.n the basis o'f their training a_broads ap_pl ied · 
· fo re i g n m o d e l s . to na t i o. n a l da ta ,. a n d ca me u p w i t h . t he re g i o na l i z a ti o n 
model. After this it wa-stheir task to co1~vince the politi-cal sector 
of th~ validity and utility of th~ir mbde1. 
Jaime Ceoeda 
C~pe~as an architect with spe¿ializaticin in urban planning and 
transportatio~ 9 wbrked with ~endota in the Unit of Urban ~nd 
Regional Development during th~ administration of Lleras. 
Acco.rding to Cepeda~ the form fn which researéh reached pal icy · 
. maker's was principally in the person:of 'foreign consul'tants and 
Cblomb~an professionals who had studied abroad. 
As· ~ participant observer~ Cepeda claims ·~hat the. pr_incipal. actors in 
· the elaboration of the regional ization model · were Julio Mendoza9 Edgar 
Reveiz a_nd Bernard Comby. Comby was a Swiss Economist with. special ized. 
training in Regional and Urban Developme~t who was ~mployed.as.a 
. . . 
consultant in the Unit .. Mendoza and Comby worked out an analysis of 
· .the regional~urban 'probÍem in C~lómbia using as a· reference point 
the French theories of development' poles~-
Edgar Reveiz was-hired by Mendoza~ a~ the head df regional ~tudies. 
Is Reveiz h~d ~tudfed in Paris9 and written a.mode] of educational 
1 " · re g i o n s i n _ t he e a u e a V a ll e y . He . be g a n to w o r k o n t he pre l i mi na r y 
d0~Yme~ts of the model~. 
Cepeda· is of the op1n1on that the regionalization model was teally. 





analysis of cities with the purpose of placing these in hierarchi~al 
arder and defining their radio of influence 9 utilizing the methods 
9f Perroux. 
the Model did influence policy in two specific cases 9 according to 
Cepeda: The first was to develop the concept of regional planning in 
the Constitutional Reform of 1968 which stated that the areas of regio-
nal planning did not necessarily have to coincide with State lines. 
However, in spite of this article 9 the institutionalization of the 
Model did not produce positive results ata Congressional level. The 
~econd instance in which the Model influenced policy was an argument 
to back up the offer by USAID to finance the Urban and Regional 
Sectorial Credit. 
According to Cepeda~ research reached Colombian Policy Makers in this 
specific case by two routes9 foreign consultants, and Colombians 
trained abroad. The research was applied as was the case of the Model, 
fo~ political re~sons9 to establish regional as opposed to State 
(Departmental) level planning;it was then used to justify a specific 
instance of foreign assistance9 the Urban and Regional Sectorial Credit 
Loan of USAID. 
Fernando Isaza 
Isaza, an electrical engineer 9 with advanced training in mathematics, 
managed the statistical aspects of the Regionalization Model while 
employed in the National Planning Oepartment. 
For the statistical operations he carried out in relation to the Model. 
Isaza used: the book by Walter Isard on methods of regional analysis 9 
the gravitation model of Reilly to define the attraction of the 
population to the different urban centers, and the formula of 
• s .. 
i._, __ ~ --
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. 1 . 
Fisher in arder to put the urban cen.ters i.n hierarchical order 
accórding to a series .of variables. 
The statisttca1 infor~ation. was acquir~d in th~ bull¿tins of the 
National Department of Statistics, the Bank of the Republic, and the 
Inst1tute of Industrial Development. In a·ddition~ a questionnaire. 
was dtrectlj applied by the National Planning Department to the 
Hospitals9 w_hich was later used by the Ministry of Hei.ilth. _An 
Educ~tional Cen6us that had been carried out by the Ministry of 
Education was also utilized. 
According to Is·azas the Urban and Regional Development Unit attempted 
to establish with the Regio~aliz~tion.Módel s a theo~etital backing 
fo r t he ex i s ·t i n g re g i o na 1 d i v.; s-i o ns -o f t he e o_ un t r y 9 u t il i z i n g as -
so u re-es the theori es of Perroux 9 Bea uv i11 e~ Tri verzen s a nd the Anna 1 s 
of the tonference ~f-Regionali~ation held in France~ 
- Isaza beli~Ve~ ih~t the U~ban and Reg~~~al Secto~ia1 Credit loan -
. would have occurred with.or without the Regionalization Modei. This 
. - . 
is b~céuse the Ro~kefell~r Missions which wa~ bro~ght to the country 
under the auspices of the AID~ had recommended -that- att'ention be· 
. . . . 
payed to urban. problems and that resources should be assigned region~l 
and urban development. Howeve·r, Isaza affirms9 the Model _ did make the 
negotiation for the loan bet~een the Colombian Governmen~ and the-
USAID somewhat easier. 
In oth~r·wo~ds,~ccording to Isaza 9 research doe$ indeed ~each the 
Col6mbian professional and Pril·i~y Maker. T~is depends to a. great 
~xtent on th-e ·1ocation of the gr:-a·duate studies of the Colombian 
~n·of ess i ona 1 s. Mhen i t. comes to the. i nfl uence of re~ea r·ch
1 
· on the 
_:;.¡:_,:c:'fir pólicyprocess under e·xamina·tion he feels""thereis little 
effect~ due in part .to the independent direction of the U.S. fo~~ign 







· Jaime. Angel 
·.Angel worked in the Unit of Urban and. Regional .Development dúring. 
the el~bor~tion. of th~ Modelci d~· Region~lizaci6n and the~negotiation 
for the Sectorial C~edii. He ~as personally in charge of many of the 
· t~chni6al aspects of the negoti~tion for ~he loari .. 
. Angel .ide~tifies two ca~ses.behind the formulati~~ of the Modelo de 
' ' ' 
Regi~na1izaci~n. These were: 
' ' 
l.~ the ~bvious lack of bal~nce of the.tolombi~n reg1onal 
dévelopment which ·created 11 fertile ground 11 for the 
elaboration of the mridel9 and· 
.·2~~ The group of professionals who carne :to the Planning 
Department with báckgrounds.in higher. edücation in France 
and Belgium who · had _written their doc'toral thesis on 
regionalizatio·n schemes •. This' orientat'ion included t_h~ 
con.cepts of. decentral izatfon of development 7· development 
.· - . . 
POl es and other· theori es of. Fra.ncoi s Perroux. 
lt was due to the influence of the Natiorial Planning Department_düring 
this peririd9 éifirms Ange~~ that ~olicies de~ived from the Regionali-
za ti on. Mode l went i nto effec t t.hroÜgh th:e other b.ra ne-hes of t he . 
Government9 even ~efore the Model had become official policy. This 
' o e cu r red t h ro 'u g h 't h e a et i o ns o f t he d e ce n t r a 1 i z e d .. i n s t i tu ti o ' s ~ ' w h o 
9riented·,the_ir invéstment. p.rograins according to the negional izat.ion 
~iódel.· Angel claims that .. it_ was_ because of this. ea·rly implementatfon 
that · AID picked up on · the Model,and suggested tt)e Sectorial -Credit 
. as ·a m~~hanism to fina~te th~ policies derivad from it. Th~ (frst 
~~nvérs~tion oi the DNP with AI~ concerned a loan of around US$50.000 
to impl~ment the polici~s -0f the Regionalizatirin Model. 
- ---- ----~ ---------- ----~--- ---





Angel explains that another reason why AID.was interested in the 
. . - . 
Co_lombian urbao and regional s'ecto'rial loan was _that they were 
.anxious· to experiment with a similar loan·i-n the United State.s. 
. - . ~ . - . ' 
·However 9 the principal determinant behind the AID loan was that the .. - - . . . ' 
members of the~ag~ncy had detected the ~eed to ~nject capital and. 
reso~rces in the differ~nt zones of the country tn ord~r to reactivate 
the regional economi~s ~nd cou~t~rba~ance the discontent in those 
sections of the country~ which--had become evident in th.e overwhelming 
vfcto_ri of ANAPO~ t'he ~pposition:party~. during· the recent presidentill 
electioris. 
Th~ fi~st draft of the loan was. drawn up by AID and di~cussed in the 
Planning Department .. AID al so proposed the integr·ation of sorne foreign 
. . . 
. . . 
assist~nce for the l~an in the person of foreign advisor,. 
the loan was or~ginally to have b'een administered· tiy the.Ministry of 
Development •. However 9 ·due to the low operative c:a·páci.ty of the Ministryi 
following th~ s~ggestion of AID9 the admtnistration Óf the l~an was 
transferred to the Planning Department. The pofnt .of greatest A_ID 
press~re in the- negotiations fÓr the loan ~/as dÚring the selecti-on of 
the. ~mplementing organis~s. AI~·succeeded in channeling ihe majority 
. or the funds through private commerciai banks. Ange) observed th~t · 
the members of the Pla.nn i rig Depa rtment . in l i ne·wi th the ·PPl i e i es 
suggested in the RegioriaÍization Model 9 were more interested in having 
· thes? f~nds dis~ribut~d directly. 
USAI0 9 on the other ha·nd 9 insisted that the credi.ts be recoverable 
· a t a 11 s :ta g_é s ~ i ne 1 u d :ir} g . t he f i na l be ne f i c i a r i es o f t he : lo a ns w h o 
should. pay the~e back th~ough tariffs,for servités' ~r ~alorization 
payment. Far this reaso·n, the majority of the _funds went towards: the 
pavement of _ roads fi nanced by val ori zat.i on .. Due. to these .sorne AIO 















Urban Dev.elopment and Industry as discóunt funds for ·the· loans that 
·the ·commercial ·. banks made to the munic.ipal ities. and ·. i.ndu·s.tri.es as· 
part of the AID. polfcy to favor the financial séctor •. . ' . . . ' . . 
In conclusion 9 the policies of the Model of Regionalizat.ion were · 
.applied in the ·public sector especially ·.iri regard to investments in 
health and ·educatión. However 9 · due to the-counterbalanc·e.of USAID in 
favor o f t he p r i va te . se c to r 9 t he bu l k o f . t he fu n d s o f . t he a c tu a .1 l o a n 
were ·chann·e.led-_through the .commercial banks and directed towards those 
few proje~ts th~t could be firianc~d t~rough valdrization. In this 
manner 9· the M~del was more. a startfng point for discussio.n than the 
· grou~awork for~the formuJation and implementation of the loan. 
. . 
·. '. ' . . . . . -
The fótm ih which research results and t~~orét~cbl .c~n~epts reached. · 
the ~oi~~Y makers.~as principaily through Colom~i~ns who had studied 
abroad µnd t~en joined Nati.onal Planning Department. 
Jorge Rüiz Lara .··· 
Ruiz Lar.a was ·the last 
.continued· as th.e first 
Presjdent Pastrana. He 





of · the 
preceded 
National Planning Dep~rtment and 
National Pla~nin~ Department under 
by Gut i érrez ·Ca s t ro~g and f oll owed 
, . ' ' 
Accotding to Ruiz Larag the Regionalizacfon Model was used to look 
at the distributi~n of va~~ous factor~ within ihe m~ddle rank~d 
cities. Ruiz lara affirms that ·the ·r,,fodel had little effect on the. 
policy making that went on at th~ moment it was 1ormulated. He 
·explain:.that the p~liti~al ~reight of the·country is in -the Depa_rtments_9· 
thereforeg the.budget can be-justified by Departments but·not by· 
. ' . 
regions. co·ngress9 in approving thé budget makes this point .very 
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Department~ and AID had great inte~est in the Sectorial creditss hence 
the reason behind the credit was not the Model 9 whtch had little effect 
because it was too wide rangingi and had little immediate ground for 
application. For example~ i~ the Model had been carried to the end 
and had provided more exact data on the development .poles9 it would 
probable have been more useful in policy making in this way providing 
more possibilities and alternatives. 
On the other hands Ruiz Lara~ a previous advisor of the Monetary Bo~rds 
p l a ce s t h e o r i g i n o f t h e Se c to r i a 1 C r e d i t i n t he rampa n t i n fl a t i o n ;' 
during the period of 1964-1965~ and the decision of the government 
to give sorne d1rection to the budget payments; in other words9 the 
beginning of centrn'J plann~ng in the national budget. This direction 
was accomplished through placing sources of working ca~ital in 
different areas. Thi~ was one of the reasons w~y the decision was made 
to dist~ibute the Sectorial Urbat1 Credit through valorization within 
the region. The idea was not to subsidize~ but rather provide seed 
capital for the rcgions that could be recovered through valorization. 
Ruiz lara believes thatthere was little effect of research on this 
particular po1icy instance~ or on policy making in general~ in Colom-
bia~ except when basic descriptions·and mainly technical data is 
provided by research. Ruiz Lara affirms that the only place he knows 
where research is used is in Monetary policj tn Colombia~ far example: 
research and literature on inflation. 
In other ·words9 the moving forces behind the Sectorial Credit~ 
according to Ruiz lara~ was the inflation of 1964-65 and the move towartjs 
central and sectorial planning by the Government~ as opposed to the 
arbitra~y distribution of the budget by Departments as favored by the 
Legislative branch~ '.'ence the motivation was essentially political. 
The Regionalization Model or other research had little effect on the 
decision because this was eminently descriptive and had little ground 
for application~ i.e. policy alt~rnatives. 
l - - -
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Rodrigo Escobar. 
Rodr~g6 ~scobar was the Economtc Secretary to Pr~sident Pastrana~ He · 
had worked cld~~ly.with the ~resident during the campaign~ Alth~ugh. 
not dir~ctly' i~volved in the policy d~cision related to the Regional!· 
zation Model and th.e Sectorial Credit,. he was close to the President 
a n d i n · t h ·i s m a n ne r ·pres en t s P a s t r a na 1 s a c c o u n t o f t he M o d e 1 a n d C red i t . · 
Du~ing the pr~~idential campaign and as· Economic Secreta~y ·of President 
. . 
Pastrana, Escobar tried to p~t into effect the concepts of re~ional 
balancá and de¿ent~alization, which he ~ad first learned· of while 
• < • " • • • • • 
studji~g in Paris through direct contacts with· Julio Mendoza and Edgar 
Revei~~ This was difficult during the first year or t~e administ~at~on 
due .to· the resignation of Jorge Ruiz Lara and the subseque'nt resigna-
ti6n ~f a great: p~rt of the staff of't~e National Planning Department. 
Ruiz w~s replaced by Roberto Arenas a.s the head of th~ Plannin·g· 
Department. However, a break in the continuity of the planning process 
· could not· be avoided. This was further _complicated by th~.problems 
involved in actually impl~menting the Regionalization Model as policy.· 
One of 'the pol icies of Pastrana whil e president was rec·over the power 
of the executiv.e es.pecially that represented by the city majors. These 
majorsg appointed by th~ President, we~e being blocked by the el~tted 
. . ' 
ci'ty co·uncils. Far this re.asan. Pastrana was eager to chatinel fund.s 
direc~ly to the munici~aliti~s ihrough the executive branch, in· 
particular, those funds from the AID Urban Regional Sectorial· C·redit. 
The policies related to the Regionalization M~d~l a~d tbe Sectorial 
Credit ~ere snowed under lat~r in the Pastrana administration,in 
relation tó his other policies such ~s the UPAC building bonds. 
Estobar affirms that it is diffi~ult to adopt é:~oherent policy in 
. . 
regard to urban and regional .development. This is due to a lack of 
















decentralization· it is far easier ~o carry out develop~en~ plans in 
the· lar~er urb~n ar~as where everything is already set up. For this 
,' - - . . . 
·reason~· the Regionálization Mode.1 was so hard to .. implément. The 
situation is furfher compl icated by a· lack of ad,equate· re·gional com~ 
munication syst.ems. The:ré are very few regional planning·organisms. 
There.are many mbre sectorial pl.anning organisms. 
. In con~lusion~ Escobar. sees the flow of:research as existi~g an~·wa~ 
o~viously· informed and k~owle¿~eable of the Regiri~alization Model and 
the Sec·:torial c·redit: However~·due to t_he s·tructural barriers within .. 
- . .- ' ' . 
t he g O V e r n me n t i n re g a r d t O re: g i O na l p 1 a n n i n g 9 a n d a l ~ O : t h e e rl a C t me n t 
-0f another poli~y by.Pastrana for ~rban developmenti wiih the effect 
. . 
of fu.rther conéentrating the populati.on in Bogotl~ Medellínand C-ali9 
.these policie.s. were of littlé effect in the territorial r·edistribution 
of th~.population. · 
Mis~el Pastrana Bo~rero. 
Presjdent Pastrana was in office between. 1970 and 1974 9 .When the final 
ne g o ti a ti o ns () f . .t he . Se é to r i al c. red i t w ere car r i e d · out a n d t he contra et 
with USAID-signedj 
¡' • ., 
In regaTd_to the Sectorial tredit Loansi Pastraha ~xplained that befare 
.th.ese. the norm o'f the in.ternational financing ag'en.cies had been project 
:orienféd credits. These project~oriented loans ma~e· the eiaborat-ion of 
the nati.onal budget extrem.ely difficult and were hard to control.'. For 
: this reasóni he welcomed Sectorial ~~edits with the inclusión of social 
and no'( just economic growth aspects ., 
Accbrding to President Pastrana 9 the obj~ctive .of i~e Urban and. 
Regional Sectorial Cr~dit loan wat to dir~ct migratión.away from the 
- d 
: - 1 
' 
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largest cities and towards the middle ranked cities. This was to be 
achieved by fortifying industrial investment and providing edúcation 
and health services in the middle ranked cities. 
Foreign financial assistance was needed for this purpose due to the 
low financial operative capacity of the FFDU given that with the funds 
from the Central Mortgage Bank were used up. Not enough credit was 
being supplied to the urban areas and especially not to the middle 
ranked cities. The interest of the Colombian government coincided with 
that of USAID9 which was hanging its loan policy to include more social 
aspects and not just those of economic growth. In spite of this fact9 
it was necessary far the National Pianning Oepartment to convince AID 
t6 make the loan available to Colombia far this particular purpose. 
President Pastrana affirrns that there was no contradiction between 
the policies advocated by the Regionalization Model and the constant 
value building bonds introduced as a development strategy during his 
administration {llPAC). On the contrary9 one complemented the other to 
the degree that what UPAC did was crente housing far those who could 
afford the constant value system whi1e at the same time it created 
employment in the construction industry far the lower classes who 
could not affor~ this system but who could later receive the benefits 
of the other systems of credit for th~ir housing needs9 (for example 9 
those funds of the Central Mortgage Bank and the. Institute of Territo-
rial Credit). 
President Pastrana feels there is much research available to policy 
makers including that which has been carried out in the country. The 
problem is that this research is not utilized dueto innefficiences 
in the management of the data. In regard to pressures to use research 9 
he mentions that indeed the international ag~nc1es demand quite a bit 
of research for their loans. On the other hand9 Pastrana feels that 
the national universities are not very capabl~ of feeding research 
1. ~ 





into the policy making process due to a lack of coordination between 
their areas ~f research and the real needs of the government. He 
further affirms that there is no research on a long range basis in 
the country. 
While he was President9 he identifies as his main sources of 
infol>"mation and research direct contacts with his ministers~ head .. of. 
decentralized institutions,and special advisors: He learned of the 
. Regionalization Model and the Sectorial Credit from these sources. 
In short~ President Pastrana presents a picture of a executive who 
was informed of research mainly through personal contacts with his 
staff and advisors. He sees the Colombian government as the originator 
of the policy of credit with the USAIDs andona political level 
justifies the policies ~hich created just the opposite effect of those 
suggested by the Regionalization Model and the Sectorial Cr8dit 9 i.e. 
the centralization of the population 9 as a part of a global policy of 
housing and employment. 
Guillermo Mojica 
Mojica is an architect with graduate studies in education in the U.S. 
During the period under study as head of the Unit of Human Resources 
of the National Planning Departments he was in charge· of the education 
and hea1th aspects of the Sectorial Credit Loans of the USAID . 
Mojica claims that the Regionalization Model was not applied and was 
unrelated to the reality of the country. However9 was employed for 
diverse and even contradictory polit~cal ends. The first was the 
regional planning orieritation it exposed whi.ch served to diminish 
the power of the urban centers and augment that of the central 
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1 
party, had won-the recent e·lections precisely fn these urban: centers. 
Lat~r, the Sectorial Credi~ att~mpted to ~alan~e.t~e power o~ the urban· 
centers by· permitting the direct distribution of funds by the central. 
gove~n~ent i~-the cities_ in ord~r to rally ~upport·for th~i.r policies. 
. . . .
The members of the AID Mission and in p_a·rti,c;:ular Kornfield, uséd the. 
Regió.nélli.zatian Módel as a justification far the .Credit· though there · 
.~as little tónnection.between these. Th~ phrase employed by AfD t6 
describe the órientation of the credit lAlªs 11 a process of :competitive 
emulati-0~ of the cities"9 a ty~ical North Americ~n concept of credit~ 
with little relation to the Regionalizai~on Mod~l~ 
-On the other hand9 Presi.dent P~str~na atcording to Mojica wanted. to 
employ_the funds of the credit for distribution as soft terms .loans 
far politi~al erids.w He claims-that the director of~Plannihg urider 
President Pa~trana9 Robert6 Arenas, wh6 .. had inherited the' loan from-- ,. ., 
the pas_t- administration, of Lleras¡ wanted to u.se thé funds to win over 
majors and governors. 
Mojica sees the· Reg.ionaliz-atio_n Model ·as quite affected -by forei.gn 
'research models»·in hiswor·ds9 it lo,oked like an a'cademic exercis.e 
of a North American gradua·t~ student, ·and in no way const i tutedc an 
in~trument far PQlitical d~cision ~aking~ ihis w~s due t~ the f~ct 
t ha t t he M o de l w a s · i n f l u e n c e d by t h e e o ne e p t s o f p o 1 es· a· n d . b á 1 a li c e 6 f 
the-Fre.nc_h planning s:cho·o:t, and had no -relationshi:p with t,he reali-ty of 
' ' 
the _country. It was· simply a description" -º~ the.·situation, which 
accepted.a pri~r~9 certain .t~ndencies of physfcaJ and e~onomic growth. 
The re~ommendafion of the Model .r .. at1onal-ized the .existing 's.itua·tion 
. with .no intention o·f modifytig this. The group of Mendoza and Reveiz, 
' ' '- - ._ . ·. ' . ' - ' ,• 
accarding to Mojica~ mec.hanic_aTly rep_roduced wtiat they had learned 
abroad:_in a reálity which had nothing to.do with that of the·country. 
Ther~ were Ha~vard Advisors-~orking on the Model and late~ on the 
,· 
•" 
Cred i t :who were ·not emp 1 oye es ·of the Pl a nn i ng De partment .: These were 
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working and researching their Ph.D. thesis9 and for this reason9 the 
documents they produced as part of the Model were very academic and 
did not serve as ~eferences for spetific projects. 
The principal form in which the research reached the policy makers 
was through the graduate studies abroad of Colombian1:professionals 
and foreign consultants and graduate students in the Planning Depart-
ment. 
In conclusionj the Model was indeed a product of the results of 
research which reached the ~anning Department through professionaís 
who had studied abroad.· However~ on a policy level ~ the Model served 
a number of purely formal functions in line with the political 
motivations of the different individuals who managed the Sectorial 
Credit. 
Roberto Arenas Bonilla 
Arenas9 an en~ineer9 economist and political figure was the head of 
the National Planning Department between 1970 and 1973, For the last 
part of the n~gotiation for the Sectorial Credit Loan during th~ 
administration of President Pastrana. After leaving the Planning 
Department9 Arenas became Minister of Government of this administra~ 
tion. 
Arenas affirms that .the Regionalization Model was the theoretical 
reply to the many problems of lack of regional balance with which 
the country was plagued. The politicians from the different regions 
of the country were clearly conscious of fhis situation in regard to 
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Arenas feels that the functionqries of AID were indeed interested in 
the Regionalization Model. Howevers they had to be persuaded to 
allocate the Sectorial Credit Loan for Urban and Regional development 
as they were not completely convinced of the intentions of the Planning 
Department in regard to the Model. Arenas thinks thatg perhaps the 
hesitancy of AID was due to the traditional orientation of AID towards 
rural development loans. 
Arenas concludes that there was no contradiction between the Sectorial 
Credit far Urban and Regional developmentg which he in effect had 
inherited from the Lleras administration9 and the urban development 
policies enacted under Pastrana. The Sectorial· Creditg in effects had 
as one of its objectives the decentralization of population and 
investment. The urban development pólicy under Pastrana was eminently 
one of increased urban development through the issue of constant 
value building bonds to direct existing private savings in the city 
and create employment opportunit~es for the existing migrant in large 
urban areas·in the labor intensive construction industry. 
Arenas cites among the research with which he is familiar and which 
eventually influenced his actions the work of Lauchlin Currie~ who 
had writteti various books and articles~ the most well known of which 
being "Operation Colombia". The understanding between Arenas and Currie 
led Arenas to bring Currie to work with him in the Center of Research 
for Development of the National University where Albert Berry was al so 
employed. Both became his principal advisors while he was in the 
National Planning Office. These individuals constituted the principal 
sources of researeh for Arenas. 
In shortg in regard to the use of research in the policy making process 
for the distribution of the population under President Lleras 9 Arenas 













. . ' . 
' -
obvious lack of regionai balénce in thé countryg and the political 
. and economic problems ~his .repre~ented~ and not on rese~rch, Ho~e~er 9 
When hé come~ to assessin~ the motives of the administration with 
wh i eh he .co 11 abora ted in rega rd to res ea re h he i dentif i es· two s pee i f i e 
. ' 
research sources utilized i~ the design of a national policy whic~ 
greatlY affect~d the territorial distr~buiion of the pbpulatiori. 
USA ID .Members 
The interview with the various.members of USAID who were involved in 
the Colombian Urban and Regional Sector,ial Credit Loan are included 
in this settion although they are not Colombian .Policy Makers. These . . . 
individuals r~present the other .sid~ 6f the ~egotiations with the 
Colombian Policy Makers~ Theyg themselves served.as sources of ~esearch 
for the Colombian Policy Makers. Thes~ interview~ are p~incipally ; 
conce~ned with the moti-vation behind the actions of the USAIO official 
and the research he employed.-
Marshall Brown 
Marshall Brown works in the loan office of AID. In regard to the Colom 
bian Sectorial Credit Loan for Urban and Regional Devel~pment he 
. . . 
affirms t~at he had no direct contact with this particular l~an. 
Howeverg given his general knowledge of the AJO loan making policy¡ 
during this periodg he said that the Sectorial Credit in Colombia was 
probabia invented to jostify old AID ~rograms under new packaging. At 
this time AID was changing its loan policy- from a specifjc project 
approach to a sectorial approach. The. Urban and Regional Sectorial 
Credit permitted USAID to continue with sorne of its specific ~rojects 
such_as loans to industryg under new packaging. 








Weissman, an expert on urban planning, was an AID employee in Colombia 
during the p~riod when the Sectorial Credit Loan was negotiated. 
Weissman affirms that he was hi~ed and sent to Colombia in 1969 
specifically to work on the Urban Sectorial Credft. He claims that . . 
the loan was drawn up by AID on th~-basis of the Re9ionalization 
Model documents of the National Planning Department~ 
Mendoza ~nd Reveiz, the Colombians, made the first eontact with AID 
concerning the ·possibility of the Urban'.Regional Loan. After this first 
contact the AID Mission did sorne research on its own in the different 
citfes to see how the loan could function and its structure. Thii · 
- . 
research was conducted in Cali~. Medellfn and Neiva amorig other cities. 
. . 
These areas were selected upon the suggestion of the Planning _ 
Department. 
The id~a to use the Financial Fund for Industry as one of the. 
administrators of the loan.carne from the.Planning_ Department.· However, 
it wa~ the ide~ of USAID to~ilize the Financial Fund for Urban 
Development as the· urban administrator. AID also suggested that the 
loans be applied and used in those project's that recovered the funds 
thr~ugh valorization. He is not sure who suggested the use Of ICT, . 
since at the moment this occurred, AID wai trying to get out of housing 
and into supporting only experimental housing. Weissman alfirms that 
basis f.or the Sectorial Credit was the fortification of the intermediate 
~ities in the country. AID's sourc~ in designing the loan was tha data 
• I . ' • . •· • , 
on public financing· from the Banco de la República.' The idea of AID 
was not to take the money of their loans away from the big cities but 
. to put in mdre money for oth~r areas and eliminate the monetary bias 












T~~ fflf~rit~drl á~~~meffi rie~~~ had füU~h W~jght in ·the deiign.6f the 
Sector i a-i .. e red i t ~ · sé(ys' We i ssma,, .· 11 as a. práctica i. -~a tt-~r 1: he rt.t ~a i ;.;U'fbati 
m! gra ti on ~ias neve Y. importa rl't 'át a i i , A·s a: m~ t ter .of f act · í neve_r · .' 
· ·beli ev~d -tha t~ the ·Sectorial .Cred ff Loan tfoul d ál ter· mi grali on· patterns 
· Ac~ording.to Weiss~ani1 fhe·RÉ!gionaiizatioti ·Modef w·a·s·~efei.Y ~ f1fst 
step ir{ 'begi rod ng · consüi ta"ti ons wi th the Nat.fona t ·P-1 ánrd rtg" Department 
:~fn ~he.Sectoria1· ér'ed.it«.- ~He. do~·s riqt ag~ee_ wft:h f;tfo-· basi·c premi~a~s of 
. · the Re~Ji o~ali ta tt <?n _Mod~ l _, the .ut i f i z~t~i on. of. .1.nves~tme_n~s .f n·. i.ndüstry 
~nd. serv iées h; mi dd.l e' ranked c iti e_s -:_in arder to ·_e tea t·e emplé>yment 
... érpp.ortu'nit i es· and red i.rect :mi.gra ti on away ·from "the 1 argér ci ti es •. 
· f1.1rther111ore,--he·a.ff"irms that ihe datf used- i.n· d·e~igning the .credit. 
. _wa·s-.monetary·data o.i the'.Bank of the.Rep~blic,. ahd~h-ad little to do. 
' - . ' -- -
_.with ·the .Reg-ional izat_iorr-Model ~---~foissm~n cites-~· num!ler of direct 
· -- pol icy i_nput·s .-of'"ÁI[) with _de~i-gn of the loan . 
. Alan tohen· · 
Cohen;· .an economist, r-eplaced. Weissinan in éó10111bia. When_..-t1e; carne- to . 
AID~colombja·h:is f_irs~ task·was to moni~torthe.first Sectorial Cr~dit- .. 
study the· ca pi.ta 1 mar~ets· tn"Cofombia, <a nd _· c°hec k ·t_hat FFDU· was : 
- d·; s ~~~ but fng ~-he· f unds" as s t fpül at_ed in· the contra~_t _wi th. AID~ *-· 
. , -
* - . ..... -Bót~ the c·onfracts .ofAID-fór th_e· urb.an::secÚ~ri·ál _loans.·to the 
Co_lomb.ia·n gov_ernment i ncl uded a· el aús.e ·that the lirban loan· be : -
evaJuated.· AlD félt ·the need_-.for ·this ·evaluati;o·n given the rath·er · .-
novel ·:character óf _the 1 oan an.d· the .. ut-H i zat ioin of the middl e -rariked, 
_cit.ies as recipients .o.f-the·funds.-.: 
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Cohen sees the justificatión ot the loan set forth by the Colo~bian 
government as a macro-leVel social investment rather than as souhd 
economic policy. The ColombiaQ government at this time, according 
to Cohen, appeared "more willi~ to spend mon~y for social causes ~nd 
the Urban Sectorial Credit was a good e~cuse for AID to get in on 
the act"• 
Coheri affirms the loan was "sold" ~t the Washington Office bf AID 
- b~cause it "sounded like a good idea". However, he personally tends 
to agree more with Mr. Currie, the advisor to the National Planning 
Office under Roberto Areriass that it is better business to promote 
the big cities, these being a sounder investment given economies of 
scale. At the time of the credit, USAID saw the mi~dle r~nked cities 
as a sort of countervailing, more de~ocratic power in relation to 
the larger urban centers. "That's why it sounded like a good idea", 
Cohen concludes. 
The issue of rural urban migration in the Credit was, according to 
Cohen, a myth that was hardly even mentioned in the second Credit. 
He finds it hard to believe that a Credit of this kind could in any 
way stop or modify rural urban migration. 
In regard to the evaluation of the Credit Cohen claims that the FFDU 
had a terrible .time starting the implementation of the loan. AID ~ad 
to firid out where the problems were, and for this reason talked to 
Private bankers in Calis Medellfn and COcuta, and to the Valorization 
and ICT Offices in Medellfn. 
Cohen appears to affirm that the main ·reason behind the Sectorial 
Credit was that at this time the Colombian government appeared to 
be more willing to spend money for social causes and the Urban 
Sectorial Credit was·a good-way for AID to get "in the act 11 • At the 











counterv~1ling ecbnomtc and politi~al power: Th~ ~es~~rch used by 
tlie Colombians of ·the D-IJP, Per-roux9 de-yelo_pmént· poles-and. spheres of 
·_ iñfluence, etc-~9_ had little'to- do with AlD policy. motiv_ation~ lt 
ªppears that many of- the so.ifrc'es of information of US/\ID carne from the 
Colombian ~iivate sector. 
INDIVIDUALS- ÚJVOLVED ·HI· PERIPHERAL. -ARE/\S OF THE ::tREOIT DECISIOii -
Torres was-- a member of -the ·Monet_a_ry---Counci_f in ·1_970._ He ·remernbers 
ye_ry little a-bo!Jt the acfual decisions- that went.into tne Urban and 
Regi_oríál Se_ctori_al Credit Loa:n. He recalls that· -a 'good--climate 
exis:tef in re.gard>tO .AID nainly a_s. a productof AID ernployee Marvin -
~le_i ssma n" whóS e_ di p.l orna t f c· éa_pa b i Ji tfe s, pe !'son ria li ty-9. -a rid perma·n-en t 
· .. contact· wi-th thé nat-i on-a_l economic ·te_am at the time -mad~- tf:íe AID 
... ·· .. 
measur~s:well accepted. 
Germán _Rocha 
Rocha was employed in the ~~tional Plán~ing Oe~artcien~ when the 
Mode l -was e i abara ted an-d _the Cred i t· neqot i a ti ón·~ He -a ff-frms -tha t 
the- S~ct~ria-1 Credit ~~as:- oy~rtly a po·li:cy .to put Ú1~0 ·eff~ct- the 
· · theory of dcvel-opment pales,_ liowever~ this_ i-rns _·simply a techn-oc_ra~ic _ · 
' - • • •• - - • > - - - :' - - < • 
justi'fication for the demands--of t-he internatfonal fu·n,ding·sour-ces . 
The main gurpqse -o~ the Secto-rial Credit was_ pofiticaf .-
~er~~ndo ~6mez Otálora 
·- . 
Gómez Otálora was the -Viinister- of Development during ·the first yea-rs 









meetings· of CONPES (Council of Economic and Social Policy): with the 
President, othet miri~sters, and the director ·of the Planning Depart-
. me~t: During the period un~er ánalysis Gdmez recai) that the poiitj 
con&iderations discussed and implemented in CONPES in regard tó urba~ 
and regional deijelopment were the· ~pplic~tion of resou~ces fo~ tirban-
regional ~evelopment and the contribution of non-inflationary 
resources for urban development from the Bank of th~ Republic. 
As a result of the s·carcity oi finaricial ~esources i6r u~ban and 
regional development programs~ G6mez Otálora established contact with 
. . .. 
Maryin Weissman of USAID and suggested that the Colombian programs of 
urban development be financed with AID funds. National capital was not 
a v ~ i1 a b 1 e d u e to t he h i g h 1 e ve 1 . o f i n terna 1 i n ter es t r ates fo r 1 o a ns 
set by the monetarY council. 
In regard to.the influence of ~esearch on this aspect Qf the Sect~rial 
Credit, G6mez affirms that the tendency· in financial poltcj was to 
bend to local pressures rather than to work far a policy o~ rational 
reso~rce allocation. This was particularly the case ·in the dist~ibution 
of energy resourc~s and investments. In ~hort, the real pressure on · 
the CONPES carne from regional political. forces. · 
A~cording to G6mez, who speaks mainly of the monetary policy of the 
Sectorial Credtt, ~he initiative of the loan carne from the Monetary 
Board basad on the need far additional .. funds for urban and regional· 
development with lower interest rates. Their intere~t in regard to . . . . 
the form and distribution of ~he loan.seems to have coincided with 
that of AID in that these go towards. the pavement of roads finanted · 
thro~gh valorization. G6mez sees research as playing a slight role 
in the actual distribution of these funds as this was more a question 



















Ort~ga was an advisor o~ the M6~~tary Council who ~ad the,most contact 
with the. sectorial _-tredit:~ Orteg_a had_ a general·, not-i-~n of the _· 
Regionalization. tfodel and feels that this had iittle'·effett :in the 
· monet~ry.~oliGY óf the ~overnrnent.· 
·In regárd to the select'i.on of :the implEim.~nting órganism of the 
Sectorial _Credit'. =,°_Ortega c_lairns_ th~( the. Ban_k o:f the-Republic was not 
~-hosen, :upon the ·sugges--tion:of A~O., given .the.difficuitie~ of·the 
B_ank in:: .recov.ering>paym~nt on>direct ·loans. The·::municipali-ties ar.e. riot-
Pa-rt-ic~larly c~ncerne_d with r~paying -a loan· that~ is made. to- them by- a 
-~ov~rn~ent institutión.:Th~ idea· of Al~ was to utilize private bankl 
Í'lhich_. have·_b.etter control 'meciianis.ms •for :recovering ·1o~ns ·to the· 
· municipalitiés~-_ · 
The lfia.jn point of-the observat.io·í,-_of Or-tega __ was _the role of AID in 
ch~nn.elingthe. sectorial_ loan through_ privat_e in.stead of State bank.s 
fcir the rec~verin~ of th~ fund~. Iri.rega~d to the role ói res~a~ch = 
Or.tég"a affirms that .in ·the _case of th·e loan. th:e ~-M_ódel · was ~~ot appl i~d 
for ~he. monetary aspects ,~ and that t_he negotfati~n for the terms of 
- _-_. 
the lo~n were not based Qn research. 
Benllini Galindo 
GaH_ndo was con_nec·ted with · t~e impleinenta"tión"stage of the Sectór-ial. 
-Credit as di~ector of the Financ.ial Funcfs (FFDU FF-I). He was als~ 
· involvéd -fn- the· negotiations- with A10· prior to .the signing of the 
.contract. 
Galirid6.has-a- r~th~r general notion óf thé Region~~iz~tion Model as 
a mechanism to decentralize-urban a_reas· by direc.ting rur.al migration 









to midd.le '-ranked cities-. Each··of the financiaf funds· had a problém in 
res pect to c~.rryi ng o_ut -th_i s_. obj e·ct i ve•· F9r. exampl e:9 the :f i nanc i al 
·Fund for ·Industrial Oevelopmen.t ~til.iz.ed the tred.it- funds ._to ma.ke -
. . - - ' ' -
loans availa~le_ to new in_dustries and to- fortify existing industries 
in middle ranked.citjes. This was accomplished by aug.menting thé 
disco_un-t rate o~ the_-loans ~iyen by -commerc"ial ba_nks. to these_ in~í.istries. 
The tra.ditional ~d-iscount rate-of 65-% -i-ias rais~d to -80% for 'the· case of 
industri~s- located- in- these citiesg ".'ith·t~e hop_e that-this wouldº 
i ne re as e -ere d i t, · g i ven b .Y '- e o mm ere -i a 1 b a n k s -i n t-hes e· re g i o ns ~ -J h é Dé par t 
:m~~t of Credit_ d·irected by Gal indo cons~i_d-~red this t~ be-·a difficult- -
rnechani-sm· _for the distribution- _of the credit .. N<;>ne·th'eles~_9 _ it.had been 
sel ected. _by -AID .-- -
In spi·te :of ·t:h·e-incentives" for- ingustria·1-·credit .·;n-the middl,é-ranked 
'ci-ties~ ttl'e rátio b·etwé~n- tred·i:t io_cated ;"r; the la-rg_e urban are·as and 
. t ha t 1 o e ate d i n -t he m; d-d le~- r a ~ k e d -e it ; es ~ fi a n g e d - ~ n l y -s l i g h t l y w; t h' 
t he n ew -d i s e o un t r a te 9 f ro m 8 O% i n - t he -1 a-r.g e a re a s -.a n C1 2 O~~ i n t h? 
other- ~egions· to 70% fn the larg~ u~ban a.reas ·and- 30% in._ the Óther. 
~he- rea_l '.benef i e ;a.-1 es of -~h is system accor-di ng· to_ Ga-1 indo: -were .the 
rniddle ·men9 thé commercial banks. A similar- si.tu~tion-_ex-1sted for-the 
financial fund ·.far Urban Development i1.1.he.re th·e· discount -r~ates were _ 
-~lso alterned to favor. loans~'to themi-dd1.e_-~an-ked_·cities. Th,e ratio· 
1n the :Ca'se of this-_ fun-d ~1~s -1ess skewed >in favor Qf- the large-cfties;.. 
~owever,' the·r~al brinefici~r~~~ ~ontin~e~ to be the commercial banks. 
Jn s·h-órt,_·accordfng· to- Gal indo~ i_n spite~,,of-the fact that t·he loan ,was 
based--on the-Reqionaliza:tion Model, d.ue to the operational set .up_ of 
the· f-in~nc-ia·l: funds through ~'1hlch the loán was channeled, the objectives. 
-~u~gest~d by ~he Model ir1ere not-·ac{'li~ved.:On thecontrary~ the real 
peneficia-ies of- the-_Credi;t wer~--the commercial b_anks who acted as the 
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Luis Palau Rivas 
One of the stages in the implementation process of the USAID loan 
concerned the approval and application of this within the legal quotas 
far external crerlit. This is prOcessed through the National Office of 
Public Credit of the Ministry of Finance. At the time when the 
Sectorial Credit was processed this office was directed by Palau. 
Palau's knowledge of the Model is quite scanty. He believed that its 
main objective was to achieve a regional balance in the country and 
that this was also the motive behind the Urban Regional Sectorial 
Credit. ·He claims that the research used in this loan carne from the 
National Planning Department and the World Bank. 
Palau remembers thnt the loan was approved with little resistence ih 
the Iríterparlamentary Commission of Public Credit in spite of it 
being U.S. originated. The loan wa~ approved because it was not a 
11 tied 11 loan and given the fact that it would be distributed regionally. 
Palau makes the connection between the Regionalization Model and the 
Sectorial Credit~ and identifies the World Bank as a source of 
research. He affirms that the loan passed Congress mainly due to its 
regional appl icabi l ity. 
Fernando Pacheco Osario 
Pacheco as an employee bf the Ministry of Finance participated in 
the legal processes of the Sectorial Credit· within the Interparlia-
mentary Commission of External Credit. 
Pacheco affirms that he first learned of the Regionalization Model 
in his dealing with the Sectorial Credit. He be1ieves that befare the 
:~ 
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Colombian Model there were a number of studies ca~ed out in the 
United States on the concentration of the population· in a.few cities, 
and related polic~es. Pacheco does not remember exactly where these 
studies were done, he thinks it was at Princeton University. 
It was on the basis of these studies that USAID decided to apply 
Policies designed to avoid the concentration of the population in 
only a few citi.es. After studies in various other countries of the 
region3 they identified Colombia as a country of cities, in addition 
to being.the country~th the most' appropriate institutional structure 
to execute a program of regional development with a Sectorial Credit 
Loan. 
The C~edit was approved by the lnterparliamentary Commission of 
External Credit~ after the loan had been presented by the Minister 
of Finance, Rodrigo Llorente, and the head of budget coordination of 
the National Planning Department, Rafael Mari~o. The Credit was 
accepted by.the Congress dueto its regional applicability. 
Acoording to Pacheco3 there was quite a bit of research which went 
into the Sectorial Credit, the least of which was the Regionalization 
Model of the National Planning Department. The rest were studies which 
had been conducted in U.S. Universities or in other Latin American 












INITIAL IMPLEMENTORS OF THE CREDIT 
Jos~ Vi~ente Moqoll6n 
Mogoll6n was the general .secretary of the Ministry of Public Works 
between 1967 and 1969 when the Regionalization Model was elaborated. 
This is the Ministry in charge of the construction of all public 
works and highways. In spite of the connection and the eventual 
utilization of the credit funds for urban highways, Mogoll6n affirms 
that he had no knowledge of the Regionalization Model or other studies 
of the Planning Department during this period. He explains that the 
main operating criteria of the Ministry d~ring the period was the 
profitability of the investments. 
One of the potential principal implementors ·of the Model and the 
Sectorial Credit had no knowledge of either, yet he oper~ted in the 
Ministry under criteria very similar to those eventually imposed 
on the Sectorial Credit, the profitability of the loans. 
Rafael Paredes Infante 
Paredes was the Excutive Director of INSFOPAL (Municipal Development 
Institute), an organization which. administered a sizable portian of 
the second Sectorial Credit. He had no knowledge of the Regionaliza-
tion Model. The funds assigned to his institution~ were not allocated 
within a regional development strategy. AID itself seemed to have no 
knowledge of what these funs were designated for,claims Paredes. 
No meetings were held with AID, and the g6vernment set no criteri~ or 
Policies in regard to the funds INSFOPAL was assigned from the 
Sectorial Credit. He never met with the credit negotiation~ 
i ",.. 
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In short, one of the principal implementors of the loan had no contact 
at all with the research or. planning processes behind these. He claims 
that in Colombia planning utilices very little research in addition 
to the fact that the plans are not disseminated nor are the results 
of the plans evaluated. Each administration acts under its own criteria. 
Virgilio Barco V. 
Barco was the majar of Bogot~ between 1966 and 1969 when the Model was 
elaborated. This. Model directly concerned Bogotá, the capital and 
big~est.city of the country, and the city which registers one of the. 
highest rates of rural-urban migrations. 
Barco claims that he had no knowledge of the Model during the period 
of his administration, nor was he consulted nor did he participate 
in the elaboration of the Model or the Credit. He attributes this to 
an absolute lack of coordination within the planning process of the 
Public sector. 
In contradiction with ~he basic policies suggested by the. Regionaliza-
tion Mod~l, Barco affirms that as mayor he believed that the city of 
Bogotá should remain a central power given the econo~ic and political 
needs of the city as the capital of Colombia. 
Barco comments on the Sectorial Credit on a general level to the effect 
that the funds from foreign agencies and banks are quite insignificant 
in comparison with private savings and commercial funds available, 
and that actually these 1oans have little effect on the budget for 
urban and regional development. 
In regard to his utilization of research as mayor of Bogotá, Barco 
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to commission the netessary studies. Bar~o points out that one of the 
many problems in the use of research in the policy process is the 
timing of the research results. These always reach the policy maker 
too late. In addition 9 Colombia does not have reliable sources of 
data and statistics on which policy decisions can be based. 
One of the main.potential actors in the Regionalization Model during 
the Lleras administration had never heard of it, much less had he 
participated in the negotiations or design of the Sectorial Credit. 
Marino Rengifo 
Marino Rengifo was the mayor 6f Cali~ during the administration of 
President Lleras (1966-1970). He later became the governor of Valle 
.under President Pastrana. 
As mayor and later governor 9 Rengifo succeeded in channeling almost 
one third of the Sectorial Credit for Urban and Regional Development 
far Cali and the surrounding Valley of Cauca. 
As m~yor, Rengifo had brought Lleras to Valle to observe the 1968 
Development plan of Cali. He set upa dynamic planning office and 
With the assistance of Mendoza formerly from the National Planning 
Departme~t9 he presented a request, for over 100 million pesos 9 one 
third of the Sectorial Credit far Urban and Regional Development, 
which was subsequently allocated. 
When asked about his utilization of reference material and his 
knowledge of the Credit and the Model 9 he claims that his knowledge 
was mostly achieved during his experience in Bogotá as Senator and 
his contacts with the National Planning Department in the persons of 
Mendoza and Reveiz. The Planning Office set up in Valle was on ~ 
1 
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level similar professionally to the Nation~l Planning Department and 
for this reason Cali was able to successfully apply for the loan. 
Bernardo Garcés 
Garcés:i also from Cali was another credit 11 implementor 11 • Garcés had 
been Minister of Public Works during the Lleras- administration. 
During the presidency of Dr. Pastrana he set up. a foundation in Cali 
dedicated to industrial development. Garc~s had no knowledge of the 
Regionalization Model and doubts that the Sectorial Credit was based 
on research. 
Given his political coritacts in Bogotá, Garc~s knew the director of 
AID. in Bogotá, This director gave Garcgs fue documents of the Sectorial 
Credit. The personnel in AID during the administration of President 
Pastrana were the same as they had been- under Pre~ident Lleras.Far 
this reason Garcés had easy access to them. The members of AID 
suggested h~ use the credit. Garcés was then able to déal directly 
With the National Plannina Office and negotiate funds far the Cali 
organization, a non profit foundation dedicated to attract industry 
to Valle and improve the image of Cali far investment. 
In regard to the utilization of re~earch~ Garcés feels that little 
is ~mployed in the government, although he mentions the team from 
Harvard which worked on a transportation model in the National Plan-
ni ng Office when he was Minister. Howeyer, this was of little use due 
to its lack relevance to national conditions._ 
In closing, Garc~s claims that one of the problems is that the 
government takes into account too little of the research which is 
carried out in the private sector. 
- 59 -
Rodrigo Gutiérrez 
Gutiérrez 5 an influential member of the private sector and finance 
community, together with other representatives of the private sector, 
formed part of an advisory committee far President Pastrana which was 
essentially concerned with the UPAC, the constant value building bonds, 
and later with the cities within the city program. At this time the 
Regionalization Modal and the Sectorial Credit according to Gutiérrez 
were nout of style 11 • 
Gutiérrez feels that the Sectorial Credit loan from AID was undertaken 
by the Colombian government in spite of contraditions with the national 
pol icy. because they were 11 cheap 11 funds. The program was not important 
in the face of the extreme economic needs of all sectors of the country. 
According to Gutiérrez, President Pastrana was eager to distribute 
these funds in the fastest and most politically expediant fashion, in 
a manner which had little relation with the aims of the Regionalization 
Model. 
In his own activities with the President~ Gutiérrez states that the 
principal sources of research were the studies of Lauchlin Currie 
and those of the liberal political group,· Integration. On a more 
general leve1) Guti~rrez considers that very little research is used 
in the process of policy formulation and that political decisions are 
taken almost on intuition. The scant research used is employed to 
justify or prove hypotheses involving decisions that have already been 
adopted. This research is carried out by those individuals in favor of 
the policy. On the other hand, Gutiérrez affirms that much research 
from the private sector is employed in public policy making. 
Gutiérrez, an influential member of the private sector, reports an 
utilization of research which is almost entirely dependent on the policy 
~aking process. In addition, he attributes a direct political motivation 
'e 
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to the utilization ·af the Sectorial Credit by President Pastrana. 
His interview makes quite clearthe discontinuity of the territorial 






This study attempts to qauge the influence of scientific research 
on the policy making process that affects· the territorial dis -
tribution of the population in Colombia .. This is done from the 
point of view of an specific policy instance -- the Urban and 
Regional Sectorial Credit Loan 9ranted to the Colombian Govern -
ment by USAID. 
According to the objeciives of the loan~ this was one of the few 
instances when the ~olombian Government attempted to directlv 
legislate and influence the territorial distribution of the 
population. 
Objectives: The ~overnment of Colombia intends9 with support 
from this loan9to undertake a regional and urban development 
proqram to achieve the following objectives: 
l.~ Divert sorne rural migration from the majar to intermediate 
cities~ (30,000 - 350~000-population}; 
2.- Promote economic n~owth of inte~mediate cities; 
3.- Improve basic infrastructure services to low income areas 
in four majar cities and for all income areas in other 
cities9 and; 
4.- Improve local planning and p~blic administration. 
A great de~l of the negotiations for this loan of over 100 
million dollars 9 was based on a planning and research instrument 
known as the Reqionalization Model which was elaborated in the 
National Planning Department. For this reason~ although the 
model does not represent policy in that: (1) the National 
Planning Denartment alone does not make policy9 and (2) the 
model had no major implernenting instrurnents~ it is included 
in· this analysis of research and policy making as part of the 
Sectorial Credit. 
1 •• 
The communication or dissemination factors involved in the 
relationship between research and policy form part of this 
studys given that fu order for any influence to occur 9 in 
formation from research must reac~ the policy maker. The dis 
semination of resea~ch results is necessarily the first steo in 
influencinq policy maker~. However, it is not sufficient. 
This studv examines the influence of research on oolicv 
~ . ~ 
makersj and how this influence eventually·affects the policy 
making process as a whole. Therefore~ all three orocesses 
are examined: (1) the dissemination of the results of re~ 
search; (2) the influence of the results of research on the 
decisions ~ the policy makers~ and (3) the effect of these 
influenced decisions on the policy makino process as a· whole. 
The following reviews the overall information provided in the 
interviews in regard to these thrce questions: (l} How does 
research reach the policv maker? (2) Does this research 
affect the policy maker once it reaches him? and (3) How 
does what he does under the influence of research affect the 
formulation of oolicy? In order to answer the last ouestion~ 
it was necessary to place the influence of reseárch on the 
policy making process in a relative position in regara to 
other rressures on the policy forMul~tion process. 
The final section of the report attempts to reacr a number of 
conclusions about this relationship in the context of policy 
that affects the territorial distribution of the oopulation 
in a country 0ith thecharact~ristics of Colombia. 
(1) How does research reach the policy maker? 
The manners in which research results reach~d the Colombian 
policy maker appear to fa11 into a limite~ number of c~tegories~ 
and vary according to the level and activity of the individual 
interviewed. In addition3 far this specific case studyJ there 
are two distinctly different tvres of research involved. The 
1 
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first is that which attempts to anply glnbalizing and explan-
atory conceots to different situations i.e. theoretical and model 
buildinq research; and second9 that research which is basically 
concerned with descriptive9 empirical data on different aspects 
of the national reality. 
The first type ~ conceptual or model buildinq research9 in the 
vast majority of the cases3 reached the Colombian policy maker 
through his own 9raduate studies abroad9 or that of his em -
ployees or colleagues. This is the case reported in the inter-
views with Julio Mendoza 9 Head· of the llnit of Urban and Regional 
Development, his employees: Germ~n Bravos Jaime Ceoeda9 Fernan-
do Isaza, and lJaime Angel; and Guillermo Mojica9 Head of the 
Unit of Human Resources of the Planning Department. · The iden-
tification of graduate studies abroad as a source of type I 
~eiearch is coupled in sorne cases with the idéntification of 
foreign advisors and researchers as additional sources of this 
sort of research. This is the case of Jaime Cepeda9 and Gui -
llermo Mojica. Only one individual 9 Julio Mendoza~ mentioned 
international conferences and experiences in other countries as 
a source of research of this model or conceptual type. 
In the specific policy making process under examination~ these 
foreign models and concepts werc those of the Franco-Belgiam 
school of Urban and RegionRl Developments that included thP. 
theories of Perroux and Beuaville) such as development poles 9 
etc. The instruments of analysis that accompanied these were 
the formulas of Fisher9 and Reilly oresented in the book of 
~Jalter Isard(l). The individual who identified graduate 
studies abroad as the way by which research reached policy 
makers was for the most part a non-political professional 
working at a technical level within the planning process. 




Cano Motta~ Secretary of the National Planninq Denartment 1 pre-
sents a variation of this type of research transfer. The 
forei9n models he reDorts concern the nature of th9 rlanninq 
pr~cess itself9 and not mGrely urban and regional planninq. He 
identifies foreign consultants and advisory mission$ frnrn 
foreign foundations and banks as thnse responsible for the new 
orientation in thc Colombiñn nl?.nnin9 process undertaknn durinq 
th~ governmont of Presi<lent Carlos Lleras. This new orientation 
was relevant to the Sectorial Credit far Urb~n and Renional 
Oevelnrment in that it cstablished the administrative basis in 
ordE-r for this to occur in the P!anninc; !'.'ena.rtment. 
Another twist in th~ relatinns~ir. hetwe~n studv a~road and 
national research is presented bv the He~d of the Unit of 
Industrial Development. Antonio Urdinola and Minister Antonio 
Alvarez Restrepo. Although both agree that study abroad is the 
principal manner of importing researc~~ nevertheless9 they 
feel that this is not accidental. Urdinola affirms that the 
Head of the Planning Department hired his orofessional team 
because of their id~ntificaiion with a certain school of 
thoupht~ while Alv~rez Restrepo fe~ls that the Head of the 
National Planning Department himself was hired by President 
Lleras because he had worked with this school. In both cases 
the school referred to is the Franco-Belgian school ·of urban and 
Regional Development. 
Alvarez Restrepo himself claims to be an extensive reader of 
r~search from abroad and of experiences in other countries. · 
Rodrigo Escobar also relates reseBrch to study abroad9 in t~is 
case his own study. 
The second type research9 empirical descriptive data ahout the 
national situation~ aDpears in this specific case to have been 
actively sought by the nlanning procrss ílfter the foreign 





research the question of dissemination is secondary. The in -
dividuals who were most closely involved in this type nf data 
collection and model fillin99 Germán Bravo and Fernando Isaza 
were employees of the N~tional Planning Department 9 quite well 
acquainted with the great majority of the research that has 
been undertaken in the country an~ even in the region. 
Among those interviewed there are three exceptions to this 
general rattern. All three are of a hiqher noliticQl position. 
Jorge Ruiz Lara9 who was direct0r of the National Planning 
Department during the transition period between Edgar Guti~rrez 
and Roberto Arenas9 feels that very little resear~h effectively 
reaches the Colombian policy maker with thc exception of mo-
netary studies and especially that research which concerns 
inflation. This point was also mentinned by Antonio Urdinola 
and Leonel Torres of the Monetary Council ~ who demonstrated 
the particularly efficient dissemination of monetary research 
in the. Colombian policy makinp process. 
President Pastrana during his administration reports to have ~ 
received the results of research mainly through contacts with 
his staff and other members of his government. Roberto ~renas~ 
who renlaced Ruiz Lara as Head of the National Planning Depart-
ment9 and later became Pastrana 1s Minister of Government9 
identifies his own sources of research as two foreign exp~rts 
with extensive work in Colombia~Lauchlin Currie and Albert 
Berry. However9 in regard to the nolicy decision under studv 
he identifies no snecific study. 
Fór type 1 research - conceptual models - study abroad and 
contact with foreign advisors and researchers appears to be by 
far the most important dissemination method. In addition9 this 
appears to have a certain continuity to the degree that those 
who studied abroad actively maintain contact with their field. 
There is sorne question as to whether the individual is choosen 








ground is let into the policy making proceis inadvertedly. 
Type II empirical research is actively sought by the policy 
making process once models have been accept~d. There were no 
· problems mentioned in the interviews of inaccessibility9 
language9 scarcity of copies~ etc. of this fype of data. How-
ever9 observations were made as to its lack of reliability. 
Those few individuals interviewed of more political than 
technical positions appear much less confident and more cynical 
· of research sources in the policy making process and of their 
application. 
In regard to the initial hypotheses for the dissemination 
study suggested by the initial design elaborated by the Develop-
ment Centre (2) and reported in the introduction9 the following 
can ·be observed: 
l. Indeed there are synthesizing and filtering methods forre-
search within the policy maki.ng process; basically in th~ 
case of conceptual research9 these are constituted by the 
location of graduate training and the selection of profes-
sionals with graduate training of different schools. 
2. Different types of research require different methods of 
dissemination9 as they are directed towards different 
audiences. Here the most important differences observed 
are between the technician and the politician (although the 
difference. between these two is not always so clear)9 and 
between conceptual research and empirical data collection. 
3. Dissemination methods demonstrate different degrees of ef-
ficiency in reaching those to whom they are. directed. In 
thi.s case study there are studies which were more success-
ful ly disseminated than others. However, the acceptance 
of a certain conceptual rosition or typc of research, will. 
(2) Robert Batscha~ "Evaluation of Dissemination 11 ~ OECDs De~ 





not app~rently be achieved solely through a better dis-
semination method. On the other hand, in reqard to type II 
iriformations any manner in which dissemination efficiently 
is improved will generally make it more accessible and there-
fore increase utilization. 
4. Those studies which have had the active participation of 
the utilizer and the sponsor will be disseminated more ef-
ficiently. This seems to be the case of the graduate 
training abroad of Colombian nrofessionals. They returned 
to their country to apply research models to Colombian data 
and introduce these studies as research components in the 
Colombian policy making process. 
5. When the study is translated into a local language~ the 
area of distribution is wider and the decision maker can 
be better acouainted wi,th the cor.tent. There is no evidence 
to support this statement in the case st1.:dy. On the contrary, 
those studies cited with the highest frequency are written 
either in French or En~lish. This might be the case in a 
nation~l university, however~ it does not appear to be so 
within the process of policy formulation. 
6. · There is a relatively greater success of dissemination of 
comprehensives interdisciplinary research. Given the 
characteristics of the case study9 it is difficult to gauge 
relative success. However~ those studies mentioned in the 
interviews~ by definition are of a comprehensive and inter-
discipl inary nature. 
(2) Does research affect the Policy Maker when it reaches him? 
This second query addresses the influence of those studies re-
ported as having reached the Colombian policy makers on the 
Sectorial Credit Loan. References to the Regionalization Model 
are included. 
i .. ~ 
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Almost unanimously9 those interviewed concurred in the fact 
that the research mentioned in the first question;i.e.the Fran-
co-Belgian models of Urban and Regional Dev2lopment 9 the 
theories of Perroux and others9 and the theoretical approach 
of development poles9 led to the elaboration of the Model of 
Regionalization. This affirmation ~as made in one form or 
another by Augusto Cano Motta9 Antonio Urdinola 9 Germ~n Bra-
vo9 Jaime Cepeda9 Fernando Isaza9 Jaime Angel and Guillermo 
Mojica all of the Nationril Planning Department and al.so ex-
Mi~ister Antonio Alvarez Restrepo. 
The same three individ~als who diferred with the majority on 
Question l - How does research reach the policy maker? -
also diss~nted on Question 2. These are Jorge Ruiz Lara ex~ 
Head of the National Planning Department9 President Pastrana 
and Roberto Arenas al so ex-Head of the· National Planning 
Department. 
Ruiz Lara feels that there was little effect of research on 
the particular case of ro1icy making under examination9 or for 
that matter on ~olicy making in general in Colombia9 except 
when this research provides basic, descriptive.or technical 
data for policy makers. President Pastrana affirms that re -
search exists in the country~ but that this is not employed 
due to inefficiencies in the management of the data and a lack 
of coordination of research institutions with the real needs 
of the government, Far examplej he observes that at present 
no long range policy research is being carried out in the 
country. 
Roberto Arenas claims that the rese~rch of Lauchlin Currie and 
Albert Berry~ advisors to him as Head of the National Planning 
Department, did indeed affect him in his policy decisions in 
the Department subsequent to the negotiation of the Model and 





research was behind 
Credit. Rather~ he 
problems of lack of 
opportunities. 
the Regionalization Model or the Sectorial 
~xplains~ these were based on the obvious 
regional balance in employment and credit 
It is apparent that these three statesmen are speaking on a 
different level than the bulk of the professionals who agreed 
that r~search did affect the policy maker. They are referring 
to the real influence of research on policy and not just the 
influence of research on planninq~ as in effect was the case 
of the Regionalization Model. With the excention of that policy 
enacted under the advise of Drs. Berry and Currie in the case 
of Roberto Arenas3 they feel that research is not providing the 
input the pqlicy making process needs. This noint becomes more 
evident in the following discussion of the third question -
How does what happened under the influence of r~search affect 
policy? -. 
(3) How do the decisions taken under the influence of research 
affect polic.v? · 
On the basis of the information provided in questions 1 and 2~ 
it is possible to affirm that in the policy making process 
under examination~ research did indeed reach the Colombian 
policy maker. In addition9 he was affected by this res~arch to 
the extent that a model of an specific theoretical school of 
urban and regional development was elaborated using secondary 
data from national sources. The question here is if these 
series of decisions involved in the diagnosis and policy sug -
gestions of the model affected the Colombian policy making 
process~ and more genera1ly9 did this policy affect the 
territorial distribution of the population? 
The first group of interviews definitely links the Regionalization 
Model to the design and formulation of the Sectorial Credit Loan. 
Those included in this group are Julio Mendoza~ Jaime Cepeda9 
Jaime Angel and Guillermo Mojica of the National .Planning 
1 r;i;, 
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Department, and President Pastrana. Nonethelessl though each 
of these individuals attrihutes the Sectorial Credit to the 
Regionalization Model) they perceive quite the policy out -
comes and utilization for the Credit as quite different from 
those set forth in the Model. In other words 9 the Credit was 
justified initially on the Model but the final outcome of the 
Credit diverged from the concepts and policy recommendations 
of the Model, thereby invalidating the linear relationship: 
research affects the decision maker - the decision maker 
affects policy. 
Julio Mendoza who had been the Head of the Unit of Urban and 
Regional Oevelopment feels that the Sectorial Credit was 
based on the Regionalization Model. However with the change 
in administrations the Sectorial Credit was applied in proqrams 
different from those suggested in the Model, in effect tending 
to produce the opposite results. 
T he M o del a 1 so serve d a s a 11 b a c k - u p 11 to t he off e r o f lJ S !\ I O 9 
to finance the Urban and Regional Sectorial Credit. Angel, 
a technician in the Unit of Urban and Regional Develorment 
affirms that the policies derived from the Modelo de Regiona-
lizaci6n were put into effect directly in the Ministries and 
the Decentralized Institutions dueto the influence the 
National Planning Department had at this time. According to 
Angel it was for ·this reason9 that USAID used the Model de 
Regionalización to justify the Sectorial Credit. However 9 
Angel continues~the interest of AID was not rrincipally to 
implement the policies sugg~sted in the Model. AID wanted to 
experiment in Colombia with this type of loan for subsequent 
applicaticn in other countries. In regard to the Colombian 
loan 9 Angel feels there was an additiona'l n,olitical motivation 
on the part of Airr which was to reactivate the regional economies 
and counterbalance the regional discontent apparent in the 1970 




resulted in a considerable divergence from the original policies 
suggested in the model ~ was AID 1 s insistance that the loan be 
channeled through prívate banks and repaid through valorization. 
For this reason~ Angel feels9 the majority of the Credit funds 
went for paving roads3 which was quite a minimal part of the 
Regionalization Model. In synthesis~ according to Angel~ the 
Regionalization Model was more a starting point far discussion 
than the groundwork for the foundation and implementation of 
the loan. 
President Pastrana alsc feels that the Sectorial Credit was 
based on the Regionalization Model. In fact~ he affirms that the 
National Planning Department had to convince USAID to make this 
type of itinovative loan to the Colombian Government. 
Guillermo Mojica of the National Planning Department~ states 
that the Sectorial Credit was initially justified on the basis 
of the Modelo de Regionalizaci6n. However the final intention 
and effects of this Credit were quite different from those 
stated in the Model. In the first place~ the regional planning 
orientation imposed by both the Modelo de Regionalizaci6n and 
the Sectorial Credit9 accordiAg to Mojica was designed to 
diminish the power of the urban sectors and augment the power 
of the central government. in an effort to concentrate greater 
political power in the executive branch in the face of rising 
regional political opposition. Mojica, also feels that 
USAID utilized the Model to justify a loan which in fact had 
little relation to the objectives of this. 
Among those interviewed who perceive no real relationship 
between the Modelo de Regionalización and the Sectorial Credit 
are Augusto Cano Motta¡ former Head of the National Planning 
Department9 .who feels that although the model was use<l to 






to justify sectorial investment9 it functioned quite indepen-
dently from the Sectorial Credit. He considers the loan to 
be more a product of the personal interests of the members of 
AID in Colombia during that period~ than ·af the Model itself. 
Fernando Isaza9 who worked on many technical aspects of the 
Model within the National Planning Department 9 sees little 
effect of research in general or of the Regionalization Model ~ 
on the Sectorial Credit. This Credit3 he claims 9 would have 
occurr~d with or without the Regionalization ~odel 9 as the 
Rockefeller mission brought to the country in 1968 5 by USAID 3 
had already recommended the need to pay more attention to 
urban problems. However~the Model did facilitate the nego-
tiation with USAID9 in spite of the independently-formulated 
loan oolicy of the US Government. 
Jorge ruiz lara9 formcr Head of the National Planning Depart -
ment asserts that the Regionalization Model had little effect 
on policy making and was definitely not the determinant of the 
Sectorial Cr~dit. These determinantes were basically political 
and mcrnetary~ on the basis of the decision of the Government to 
plan the budget more centrally after the inflation of 1964-65. 
This centril] planning was to be carried out by placing sources 
of working seed capital in the regions that could be recovered 
through valorization~ using non-inflationary funds. In ad -
dition~ he explains~ the Model itself was difficult to imple -
ment as policy given its rather·vague macro-level diagnosis and 
lack of concrete policy alte~natives and instruments. 
Rodrigo Escobar claims that it was difficult fnr the Government 
to put into effect the policy suggestions of the Model due to 
the break in the continuity of the Planning Department under 
President Pastrana with the resignation of Ruiz Lara. In ad-
dition~ he cites the desire of President Pastrana to distribute 
the Sectorial Credit funds more directly am-0ng small and inter-
';.. 
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mediete size cities ·far immediate partisan political purposes. 
Roberto Arenas concurs that the Sectorial Credit was basically 
due to nolitical motivation rather than to the Model. 
A number of the perinheral inte~views back up the positions 
described ¿bove. Fbr examrle~ Hernando G6mez Otalora 9 ex -
Minister of Development under Lleras and Leonel Torres~ advisor 
to the Monetary Board~ concur with Jorge Ruiz Lara that the 
motivation behind the Sectorial Credit was essentially monetary 
rather than attributin~ this to the Model of Regionalization. 
Germán Rocha~ technician in thé National Planning Department 
and Rodrigo Gutiérrez9 Private Sector9 back-up those who state 
that under President Past~ana the funds from the loan were 
distributed more far political ·ends than far those suggested 
in the model. Francisco Ortega 9 advisor.to the Monetary Board 9 
and Bellini Galindo 9 Director of the Financial Funds 9 add 
further testimony to that of Jaime Angel regarding the interest 
of USAID to channel these funds through the financial sectbr 
and recover them through valorization 9 in effect distorting the 
objectives of the Model. 
Luis Palau Rivas9 Director of Public Credit and Fernando Pache-
ca Osario his assistant9 add a new dimension ~ the partisan 
political role of the credit in their explanations of how the 
loan was passed by Congress not because of the Model but due to 
its potential political application. 
The three interviews with the staff of USAID throw further 
light on the real motivation of that agency in regard to the 
loan. Brown 9 the Washington loan officer9 suqgests that the 
loan was used to justify old programs under new packag1ng during 
a transition period in AID loan making policy from specific 
projects to a sectorial arientation. Tha Sectorial Credit 
permitted AID to continue with loans to private industry under 
new packaging. There was little mention made of the Region~ 
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The two field officerss Weissman and Cohens formar AID em -
ployees in Colombias present a rather different picture of the 
loan than that of their Colombian counterparts. !~eissman af~ 
firms that although the loan was based on the Regionalization 
.Model the reorientation of migrations tha backbo~e of the Model 
was nevar a serious consideration. He confirms that it was upon · 
the suggestion of AID that the funds were channeled throuqh the 
private financial sectors and recovered through valorization. 
The principal purpose of the loans according to Meissman 9 was 
to eliminate the monetary bias against the middle ranked cities. 
Most of the information sources he used were from the private 
sector in Colombia. 
Alan Cohen~ identified the USAID motivation behind the sectorial 
credit as the fact that at this time "The Colombian Government 
appeared to be more willing to snend money on social causes and 
the loan was a good excuse for AID to get in on the act•~. The 
loan to the intermediate cities was justified on tha fact that 
these were a democratic countervailing power to the large~ 
urban centers. Howevers economicallys Cohen states, he agrees 
with Lauchlin Currie that the large cities are a better invest-
ment due to economies of scale. Cohen reiterates the position 
of Weissman that migration never played an important role in 
the Credit. In effects miqration was a 11 myth" lr.!hich never 
entered into the second credit. Cohen also identifies the 
information sources he used as basically 9 from the Colombian 
?rivate sector. 
Imolementation of the Credi·t 
Selected interviews were carried out with notential or real im-
plementors of the Sectorial Credit in order to verify to what 
degree the implementation corresponded with the initia1 aims 
of the Mode.lo de Regionalizaci6n or the Credit. Two of the 
main executive officers of.the Lleras and· Pastraña adminis ~ 
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tration9 Mogollón, Secretary of the Ministrv of Public Works 
and ?ctrede~ Infante. Director of INSFOPAL. had no knowledge 
at all of the Model or of the Credit. Virgilio Barco~ who as 
Mayor of Bogotá. was potentially affected by the Model, had 
no knowledge or connection with either the Model or with the 
Credit and in effect held contradictory rositions to those of 
the Model in regard to the centralization of nower in Bogotá. 
Matino Rengifo, Senator and Mayor of Cali, and Bernardo Gar-
cés9 Ministry of Public Works~ both from · the Lleras Adminis-
tration were in the Pastrana administration tremendously suc-
cessfui in channeling funds from the credits to the Region of 
Cauca Valley. where they were from; Rengifo as Governor and 
~arcés as Director of one of the rrivate institutions al -
located grant-aid from tho Credit; One through contacts with 
leaders of the formulation of the Model and the other through 
his acquaintance with the members of the AID office in Bogotá 
while he was a membcr of rresident lleras' cabinet. 
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V. CLOSING COMMENTS 
Among other individuals interviewed in the CCRP Case Study 
were the following five9 who are important qiven their ex -
perience in th~ area of studys in spite of th~ fact that they 
had no direct role in the specific policy making process under 
examination. 
Efraim Otero directs the coiombian Institute concerned 
with Science and Technoloqy9 and the National Technical 
Information System. In regard to the utilization of re~ 
search in the Colombian policy making process9 he states 
that one of the principal limiting factors is the ab -
sence of a national information svstem to disseminate 
the results of national and forei~n research. I~ ad -
dition9 he feels that there is a need for research 
which evaluates the role of technital assistance which 
comes into the country. In genera19 he concludes 9 a 
divorce exists between the policy making community and 
the scientific community. 
Dr. Ernesto Guhl is a geographer who has conducted ex-
tensive work on the geographic regions of Colombias in 
fact he has elaborated a regionalization of the country. 
·He feels that in soite of his work he had no contact 
with the Regionali~ation Model or with the Sectorial 
Credit. Guhl considers that there is little use of 
research or evaluation in the Colombian policy making 
process. In addition9 he points out an undue fixation 
on foreign research institutions and parameters among 
the Colombian "elitist" oriented scientific community. 
When the Sectorial Credit was being implemented~ the 
United Nations made a donation to the District of Bo-
gotá in order to carry out an Urban Development Plan. 
Jonathan Smulian of the firm Llyweln and Davis~ was 
t~e director of a group of experts who developed this 
plan under the direction of a steering committee of 
Colombian planners and poli'ticians. Smulfan had little 
knowledge of the Regionalization Model or the Sectorial 
Credit. He affirrns that in informal conversations 
with members of the Government he was told that 
no regional policy existed that could influence the 
growth tendencies of Bogotá. In the Steering Committee 
he was always told by Professor Lauchlin Currie that 
he should ignore the plan of the middle-ranked cities~ 
i.e. the Regiona1ization Model. 
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Germán Sarnper9 an architect9 President of the Inter-
american Planning Society~ with long experience in 
plannihg~ worked with President Pastran~ during 
his campaign. One of the tapies discussed was that 
of the middle-ranked cities. That was the last Sam-
per heard of the Regionalization Model~ in spite 
of the fact that he had been elected Council member 
for the City of Bogotá during the period 1970-1973. 
This City Counci1 is basica11y political and had 
little contact or coordination with the District 
Planning Department or the National Planning Depart-
ment. 
Roberto Pineda has been the Director of the Centro 
Interamericano de Vivienda of the OAS in Bogotá9 
and is actually the Director of the Servicio de 
Informaci6n de Desarrollo Urbano. He has carried 
out extensive research on urban development and the 
territorial distribution of the population in Co-
lombia. Pineda had no direct contact With the 
Regionalization Model or with the Sectorial Credit. 
He feels that these were in part a product of the 
political pressures put on the ~óvernment by the 
invasions of urban land that occurred in the l960 1 s. 
However, Pineda affirms that research did indeed 
have a role in the political decisions involving 
the spatial distribution of the population taken 
at this time. In particular3 he cites the research 
conducted and conferences orqanized by Ramiro Car-
dona3 and the research -0f the Colombian demographer 
Alvaro L6pez Toro. In reference to the influence 
of research carried out abroad, Pineda mentions 
the studies of margina1ity conducted in Chile and 
Brazil 9 by Anthony Leeds. 
Four of these five individuals present a number of the com 
monly voiced positions reg~rding the non-uti1ization of fe -
search in the planning and policy making process of an 
underdeveloped country. Efraim Otero attributes the di -
varee hetween the policy making and the scientific com 
munity to a lack Gf an efficient national information system. 
Guhl claims that this situation is a result of the elitist 
orientation of the Colombian scientific cornmunity which is 
out of tou~h with the real national problems, Samper sees 
a definitive break between politics and research, while 
Smulian reports an specific case of conflicting research 
'o 
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ideologies regarding the value of ene particular research 
project. On the other hand Pineda holds a more optimistic 
view regarding the use of research in this and other ins -
tances of policy making in Colombia. 
On the basis of the specific case of policy making that has 
heen reviewed in this study it is possible to contlude that 
perhaps all the above positions are correct. Research is 
indeed reaching the Colombian policy maker with varying de-
grees of dissemination efficiency. There is a selection of 
information sources9 especially in regard to different 
schools of research9 however this appears to be quite in -
tentional and cannot be blamed solely on the inefficient 
dissemination of other schools of research. In regard to 
an improved national information system~ Otero is right. 
This could indeed operate more effciently in order'that the 
Colombian planner and policy maker utilize more reliable and 
complete data9 including information from the prívate sector. 
The question is9 as Guhl wonders 9 will further information 
bring the Colombian planner and policy maker closer to na -
tional problems or will it simply add more data to his im-
ported model. Smuliari observes an specific case when even · 
imported models can conflict or contradict each other re-
garding policies in spite of information efficiency. Samper 
can be interpreted to be even more ressimistic in this sense. 
Perhaps the research planning and even the policy formulation 
could be improved9 be made more efficient and relevant to 
national realities 3 but is this going to increase its role 
in politics. The power struggle which takes place and is 
continually manifest amcng the different interests that make 
up a soci2ty. 
__ ( 
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Towards a Formal Model of Policy Formulation 
Further light is thrown on the different positions observed 




Models -----+-~-... ro 1i e i es 
Information enters a process of rolicy formulation from many 
sources. This information is interpreted according to dif~ 
ferent modelss or interpretations of how the many aspects 
of society function. These models rnay be drawn out and 
claborateds as was the case of the Regionalization Model ~or they 
may . simply be personal 11 structuring devices". In the 
first cése the formal model is represented in the graph by 
MOOELS while the personal model is models. 
And in line with certain definite interestss policiess or 
means to attain specific endssfor examp1es the decentralization 
of the populations are devised and applied in concrete programs 
and projects. 
This process tends to function in the m~nner described above 
in centrally planned economies where~ for exampleg the terri-
torial distribution of. the population is a policy objective 
which responds to the specific programs of various sectors and 
is conducted through planning. 
1 •• 
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What occurrred in this specific C0lombian case study? It has 
be~n seen thJt the first item that cnterGd the Cclombian plan-· 
·.ning and policy making process was not information but models 
brought f~om other situations and countries. Policies were 
suggested by these models: These policies were base~ on the 
belief that regional demo~raphic and economic differences are 
nnt self co.rrecting·and that a more rational or efficient distri-
bution is the product of a concrete policy effort. One of the. 
ways in which this policy can be achieved is by stimulating 
industrial development and providing services~ in certain 
cities~ thereby directing migration away from congested urban 
centers and leading to a more balanced and efficient economy. 
This was the gist of the Reqionalization Model. However the 
policies derived from? or justified on the basis of the model 
produced quite a different effect, or they simplY did not 
produce any effect at all. Nhere did the breakdown occur in 
the Colombian policy making process? 
The Regionalization Model was not the onlv model functionina 
in the Colombian policy making apparatus. A number of other 
models can be observed. AID was not so interested in rnigration 
as it was in recapitalizing and reducing political pressure 
en ·the intermediate cities through a loan which it would 
have a certain assurancG of recoverin~~ A!D ~antcid to continue 
with the old program of financing industrial development and 
private industry9 which was the outcome of .the loan in ad -
dition to the pavement of roads. The Modelo de Regional iza 
ci6n was used to package the loan and the policies~ but as 
the distribu.tion and administration mechanisms of the loan 
were designed by AID the final effect was that which was 
desired. 
Co16mbian members of the Monetary Board were interested. in 








had · li ttl e· concern ·for the ·red is tr·i bu ti on o.f the Co 1 ombi a_n 
population while ori the other hand:tolombián pnliticians were 
int~rest~d in the p~rtisan'politi~al application of· the funds. 
' : - . ' '. •' ' .i . 
These-pressures, which can be under~tood as ~~th external 
and r i nterna.1 fac tor:S tha t i nfl uencfird the Col ombi an process 
. . 
of ~olicy f6rmulation can.be summa~i~ed as follows. 
The Model of.Regiorializatio~ was produced ~uri~g-the height 
of the .technificati~n process of the Nattonal Planning Dep1rt-
ment,- which was in 9reat part caused by pre~s~res from foreign 
founda tiO"ns and. a gene i es ... - The . tech~i f i ca ti on process a 1 so 
r~sponded to various national ·pres sures, (J) monetary -':' in -
fl~ti¿n, (2) d~mographi~ growth of.l~rge urba~ c~nters and 
social .unrest a·nd related to this the gro.wing gap in :.in -. 
dustrial investme.nt and services between the major cifies 
·and.·areas, ~nd (3) political - the _i~cre~stng strength of the 
opposition _party .in.th~ rural and marginal urban are~s. 
• rhé model w~s essentia11y.a descriptiv~ mec~anis~ which re-
- . 
corded the obvious fact of r~giona~ balance. It could be 
. . 
u~ed to j~stify any of.these· three purposes·-~ political, 
. . 
monetary, or demographic. However~ eách pressure group $e 
lec~ed ·its o·wn policies, _instead ·of those suggested ·1n the 
Model, whi.ch were the"utilization of developníent poles,_ and 
indu~trial dec~ntraliza~ion. Almos~ ~11 the interviews at-
tributed the Model to research_ and recognized a causal re-
lationship between the Model and the Credit~ However all 
.· perceive a. d
1
ivorce _between the. Model 'and ·the,pol icies that · 
were eventually. enacted on ~he ba~is nf .thi~: 
' :What does~ this mean: ·1n regard tp research? .Research enters 
the proces~ of policy formulation in~ way:in which th~ 
dissemination facets ·are rather secondary, depending on 
. . . . 
the type of res~ar~h. 
J 
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Once the research has entered the formal apparatus cif plan-
ning~ 'artd policy formulation iri a country, the use to which 
- -
i t i s ·pu t be é o me s a fu n et i o n o f t he e o ne rete so e i á l a n d : e e o -
nomit phen6~ena and_pressures occurri~g at thit momeni~ - The 
informa~ion from tbe résearch is utilized t~ the degr~e:· 
that th~ different groups of inte~est find it useful. For 
example9 the information from the model was far more .useful 
for the de.sign of industrial development and monetary polic-y 
-than for urban development. 
Suggestions far more efficient use of research in the policy 
maki~~·pr6c~ss depend on the specific chara~teristics of the 
politi~~~ p~ocess. Research dissemi·nated and undertaken and 
~i~ant~d in an specifit. tountry must -be consid~red in this 
context. 
- ' . ~ 
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'[R~AN REGIONAL SECTOR LOAN AGREEMENT 
I. . . I NTRoo·u·cr ION 
A~ Objectives 
B. 
The Government of Colom~ia (GOC) intend~ 9 with support 
from this Loan, to undertake a r~gional and urban develop~ 
ment program to achi~ve the followin~ ·abjectives: 
1~- 'bivert sorne ru~al migrations from the majar to 
. . . . . . 
intermediate cities (30,000-·350,000- population), 
.· . . ' ' ' ' ' . . ' 
~-- Promote econ-0mic g~owth in interme~iate cities 7 
3.- 'I~prove basic infrastructure services fo lo~ income 
areas in four majar_ cities and far ~11 income areas in 
~ther cities9 and. 
4.- Improve local planning and public administration. 
"Bcisic Principles 
Certain ba~ic principles, set forth below, underlie the 
. •, 
structure of the Program financed under this_ Loan. The · 
establishment of ·crite~ia for approval of Loans ~nd other 
assistance to. local level entities un.der this Program~ 
and the determination of policy issue·s that may arise:.in 
- ' .. 
"the cburse of impl ementation of the program shall' be _guided 
by the following prJnci~les: 
1 
- 2 -
1.- Funds for development activities will be channel~d 
to any community or entity which meets established 
criteria. 
2.- Funds will be made availabl~ only in response to local 
initiative and efforts. 
3.~ Existing institutions9 or institutions far which 
prototypes now exist9 rather than new and untested 
institutions5 will be used as vehicles for 
implementation .of the Program; and 
4.- Efforts will focus on the elimination .of artificial 
. biases against intermediate cities. 
In accordance with these concepts5 Loan-assisted activities 
wills inter alia9 provide funds through national level 
credit channels to capitalize lóca1 development institutions 
a~d/or respond to local dete~minations of the need for 
particular projects. With ·regard to the credit aspects of 
the. programj the ultimate objective is to capitalize b6th 
_national and local revolving funds to provide for evéntual 
self-sustained financing in areas of key importance for 
urban growth. This is consistent with the GOC's overall 
program strategy of eliminating the artificial biases which 
now prevent realizing their development potential. 
C. Imolementation of the Loan 
Subject to normal GOC procedures; the implementing Agency 





1.03 of the Loan Agreement shall have the authority to make 
upward or downward adjustments between the targeted amounts 
far each of the activities managed by it with which this 
Program is concerned, of not to exceed 10% of the tot~l 
amount of commingled funds programmed far each activity. 
Adjustments of greater than 10% between the activities 
within the same Sub-implementing agency shall be subject 
to AID approval. Any adjustment of Loan funds betweer. Sub-
implementing agencies shall be subject to AID approval. · 
Fbr purposes of implmentation of the above adjustment 
· provisions and~ the Program in general, the activities of 
Sub-implementing agencies shall be considered as follows: 
Sub-implementing Agency 
1.- FFDU (all activities) 
2.- ICT (only the 11 barrios 
jóvenes" low income 
area program) 
Activity 




(b) Grants-in-aid f6r ~unicipal 
development institutes 
(c) Other FFDU activitiés 
(a) Fondo de Redes 
( b) Habilitación de barrios 
( c) Desarrollo progresivo 













3.- FFI {all activities) 
4.- ICFES {only_activities 
indic_ated)· 
5.- DNP {orily_activi~ies of 
its Urban-Regional 
. Develo~ment Unit) 
Activity 
3.- {a) Credit far labor intensfve 
indust~y in intermediate 
cities 
{b) -Support far ,regional· 
industrtal deveiopment· 
' 
fo u n d a.t i o n s 
{e) Other FFI activities 
4.- {a)- ESAP short course- training 
·to r pu b 1 i e off i e i a 1 s . 
{b) Creation of university 
urban study c~nters~ 
5~- (a) Inform~tion and~Publicity 
program . 
{b) Promotional and technical 
a s s i s ta he e fo r: t he · 
· .. develbpment of industrial 
promtition foundaiions. 
{ é ) · Pro m.o f i o na 1 a n d te eh ni ·e ·a 1 
assistance for the_ develo.P.. · 
me~t. of municipal dev~lop­
ment · fnstitutións. 
{d) Loan administration 
5 -
Sub~implementing Agency Activity 
(e) Progrnm related studies 
(f) Other Urban-Regional 
Development Unit Activities 
The amount of p~sos shown as Loan proceeds and designated 
for use by the implementing and Sub-implementing agencies 
are approximations only~ and are subject both to the dallar 
limitations set forth i~ Section 1 .02 of this Agreement and 
those provisions governing the rate of exchange contained 
in Sect1on 7.02 hereof. Moreover~ pesos scheduled for 
disbursement in a given calendar year pursuant to the 
provisions of this Annex may be disbursed in subsequent 
calenda~ years in accordance with the needs of the Program. 
II. THE PROGRAM 
A. Fondo Financiero de Desarrollo Urbano (FFDU) 
Financial Tarqet - To increase capitalization of the FFDU 
from the current -level of approximately 237 million pesos 
toa~proximately 600 million pesos through GOC and sector 
loan contributions of approximately 180 million pesos each~ 
to be channeled through ICT acting as fiduciary. 
It is intented that approximately 40 million pesos of the 
borrower 1 s conttibutton will be made available in CY 1971. 




Activity Tárget - The program to be carried out by the 
FFDU envisages expenditure from new capitalization and 
recuperation of existing portfolio during the disbursement 
period -0f this loan as follows: 
.(Million of pesos) 
Credit Operations far Intermediate City 
Valorization Projects 
Grants-in~aid far municipal development 
institutes 






As a target~ it is intended that the intermediate city 
share of net credit outstanding shall reach 50% far 
valorization financed projects by the end of 1972. 
Credit.· Operations far Intermediate City Valorization 
Projects -
The funds made available far intermediate city valorization 
projects will be used to rediscount loans made by financial 
intermediaries to municipal public service corporations on 
the following terms and conditions: 
Interest: 14% 
% rediscountable: 80% . 
Term (Maximum): 10 years 






Priority will be accorded projects far water and sewerage 
installations and for street paving. 
For purpose of program administration 9 within 90 days of 
the date of this Agreements the BOR will institute a 
reporting and monitoring syst~m far. FFDU loans ~ith the 
.capacity to provide necesSary information on program 
operationg and to review progress ori projects. 
Municipal Development Institutes ~ The funds allocated for 
making grants-in-aid to capitalize municipal development 
institutions are intended as a stimulus toward the creaticin 
of Departmental level institutions generall.y similar in 
nature to the Instituto de Desarrollo de Antioquia (IDEA). 
In accordance with the IDEA model g such entities would be 
established by individual departments as wholly owned 
public corp-0rations and financed by the saleof departmenta1 
pro~erty or through other financial oontributions. Their 
~unction would be to p~ovide loans to municipalities far 
the construction of public works such as electric9 sewer and 
water linesg schools 9 clinics and roads. In addition to 
financial supports such ~ntities would pr6vide technical 
assistance to srnal1 municipaliti~s i~ such areas as munici-
pal administration, financial management, implementation · 
of valorization systems and preparation of specific projects . 
In arder to determiDe which institutions mny receive 
assistance 9 the borrower will establish and public 
finanC"ial s organizational and legal criteria (based upon 




determiti~tion of the amount of grant-in-aid support which · 
elegible entities may receive. In addition the borrower 
will take the nedessary legal ar other measures to permit 
the FFDU to disburse funds far this purpose. 
Since it is anticipated that disbursement of 1 funds far this 
subactivity will commence on ar about January 19 1972~ 
preparatory steps (e.g.9 the formulation of eligibility 
criteria9 and the initiation of the program to p~ovide 
promotional and technical services descr'bed below) should 
be undertaken expenditiously to permit such commencement 
of. di sbursement. 
Other FFDU Activities - The funds·programmed for 11 other 
"FFDU aGtivities 11 may be used for valorization projects 
in other than intermediate cities and far such other 
projects in any city (including intermediate cities) that 
the FFDU wishes to undertake. 
B. ICT "Barrios Jóvenes 11 Program 
Financial Target - To make available far expenditure by 
ICT on its 11 Barrios Jovenes 11 Prograni in 1971 and 1972 the 
following amounts to be financed as follows: 
(Millions of Pesos) 
cv 1971 CY 1972 
GOC 416 427 
AID 36 199 
Totais 4.5 2 626 
- g -
A¿tivity Targets - This program calls for the expenditure 
of commingled funds in the approximate amounts shown: 
(Million of Pesos) 
CY 1971. CY 1972 
Fondo de Redes (FR} 130 225 
Habilitación de Barrios (HB) 69 87 
Desarrollo Progresivo (DP} 6 7 
Soluciones Mínimas 247 307 
Totals 452 626 
The Fondo de Redes·- Is concerned with financing the 
installation of public utilities in low income ncighborhoods. 
During 1971 and 1972 it is intended that approximately 
250.000 families shall be benefitted by projects financed 
from this source. 
In arder to establish clear lin~s of demarcation between 
projects to be financed via the FFDU and the FR~ the 
Ministry of Development within 90 days of the signing of. 
this Agreement shall publish or cause to be published 
suitable guidelines and criteria covering this point~ 
The Habilitación de Barrios ~ Is concerned with the 
improvement or replacement of housing in ex~sting slum 
areas. During 1971 and 1972 it is intended that 
aproximately 20~000 families will be benefitted by projects 







Th e Des ar ro 11 o Progre s i v o - Fu n c t ion s i n con ne c ti o n · vJi t h 
donations from the World Food Program and is concerned with 
self-help improvement projects in existing slum areas. 
The Soluciones Mínimas Prcgram - Is concerned with the 
development of sites and services and shell housing projects. 
During 1971 and 1972 it is intended that approximately 
4-0,000 units, including a mini~um of 2~500 urbanizated sites 
for sale' to low.income families9 will be financed from this 
source. Within 90 days after the signing of this agreement 
ICT will design a program for the deielopment of the 2 9 50~ 
urbanized sites which will be submitted through the MINDEV 
to AID far approval. 
C. FFI Program 
Financial Target - To increase the capitalization of the 
FFI from ihe current level of appro~imately 200 million 
peso~ to approxim~tely 560 milli-0~ pesos through the sale 
of approximately 180 million p~sos of FFI industrial 
finance bonds in CY 1972 and a sector loari contribution of 
approximately 180 million pesos to be channeled through 
IFI9 which will act as fiduciiJ.ry. 
Activit; Target - The program to be carried out by the FFI 
~nvisages expenditures from new tapit~lization and 






- 11 ~ 
(Million of pesos) 
Credit for intermediate city 
industry 175 
Assistance for regional industrial 
development foundations 20 
Other FFI activities 260 
Total 455 
(a) Credit for Small ~nd Medium Industry - The purpose of 
this activity is to provide financing for small and 
medium industry development in intermediate citiess 
pa~kularly industry with a high potential far employment 
creation. In order to achieve the objectives of the 
program as set forth aboves it is contemplated that the 
intermediate cities shnre of FFI net credit outstanding 
will be increased to 40% by the end of 1972. 
FFI loans made in intermediate cities will be at the 
same scale of final intarest rates and intermediaries' 
percentage margin as for loans to larger cities. How-
ever2 as noted in Section 3.05.of this Agreement~ the 
rediscountable portian of FFI loans to intermediate 
cities will be increased from the present level of 65% 
to 80% 
Furthermores the FFI will take the following actions: 
' . ! 
-.-
( b) 
- 12 ~ 
l.~ It will experiment during the disbursement period 
of the Loan with an extension of the loan period 
b . rrently set at 5 years) to 6 or 7 years~ but· only 
for fixed capital loans and with the correspondin~ 
final interest rates set at 16.5 and 17% respectively. 
2.- It will study during the disbursement period of the 
loan the demand for credit from firms of less than 
15 mil1ion pesos in total assets and if it is 
determined that this demand is being adequately met. 
It will co~sider raising the total asset ceiling 
far those firms which pass the ratio test of having 
less than 100,000 pesos of total assets per employee, 
i.e., where there is a high potential for employment 
gen era t ion . · 
3~- For purposes of program administration the BOR will, 
within ninety (90days of the date of this agreement, 
begin implementation of a reporteing and monitoring 
p~ovide up-to-date information on the status of the 
FFI portfolios and such other data as is necessary 
to periodically evaluate the economic impacts of 
FFI credit. 
Regional Industrial Development Foundations -
The funds allocated for this purpose will be provided 
by FFI on a rnatching'J non-loan basis to expand the 
capacities of regional industrial development 
foundations 3 or similar prívate or quasi-private, non-
profit institutions engaged in the identification of 
investment opportunities undertaking fecisibility and 
pre-feasi~ility·studies for industry projects~ and 
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In order to determine which of such institutions 
may receive assistance from FFI~ the borrower will 
establish and publish financial ~ organizational 
and legal criteria far eligibility, anda formula 
for determining the amount and nature of assistance 
which eligible entities may receive. In addition~ 
the borrower will take the necessary legal ar other. 
measures to permit the FFI to disbarse funds far 
this purpose. 
Since it is anticipated that disbursement of funds 
far this sub-activity will commence not later than 
January 1 s 1972~ preparatory steps (e.g. formulation 
of eligibility criteria and the initiation of the 
program to provide promotional and technical services 
described below) shall be undertaken expenditious1y 
to permit .such commencement of disbursemént. 
(e) Other FFI Activities - The funds programmed far 
this activity are primarily for credit operations 
in cities other than the intermediate cities. 
(d) Loan Guarantee Fund - The borrower has indicated its 
inte~tion of commissioning a consultant study to 
determine the feasibility of establishing a loan 
guarantee fund ( 11 Fund 11 ) and~ if in the affirmative~ 
to make recommendations as to the organization and 
operation of the Fund. The majar purposes of this 
Fund would be to reduce (a) delays in loan approvals 
and (b) the requirement for properly guarantee~ 




Should the borrower decide to undertake this 
activity and should it further be decided to entrust 
the management cf t~e Fund to the Development Credit 
Department of the BOR9 irrespective of other 
provisions of this Agreement~ the borrower may 
transfer approximately 20 million pesos of 
commingled funds from the FFI to the Fund. Fifty 
percent of the funds transferred far such purposes 
would constitute permanent capitalization and 50% 
would constitute temporary capitalization which 
would be retired automatically over a 12 month period 
and returned to the FFI. Such temporary capitaliza-
tion will be replaced by accumulation of guarantee 
fees or from other sources. 
D. ICFES Program - This program consists of two sub-activi-
ties: 
1.- ESAP Short~Course Training for Public Officials· 
The approximately cost and financing 6f this sub-. 
activity is as follows: 
(Million of ~esos) 
CY 1 971 CY 1972 
. From ESAP budget 7 9 
From Loan proceedss via ICFES 3 6 
Totals lo 1 5 
ESAP will ütilize· the above funds to organize and 
administer a program of short courses of approximate 






public administration far approximately 2¡300 
d~partmental and municipal level public officials 
in supervisory positions. 
·Upan satisfaction of conditions precedent to 
disbursement set forth in Section 3.02 of this 
Agreement AID will advance 1.5 m·illion pesos far 
use by ICFES to be transferred to ESAP far this 
program under terms and conditions suitable to ICFES. 
2.- University Urban Studies Centers - The approkimate 





(In Millions of Pesos) 







These funds are to be administered by ICFES to 
assist two universities to create urban studies 
c~nters3 the functions ·af which will be to train 
professionals in the fields of urban and regional 
planning¡ urban development and public administration 
and to undertake relatad research activities. 
ICFES will prepare and the borrower will cause to be 
submitted to AID far its approval within 90 days 
of the date of this Agreement a plan of action · 
which shall9 i~ter alia~ include the names of the 
universities selected¡ and descriptions of their 







E. DNP Progr~m The activities· of the D~P, as they renate 
to the use of commingled funds tq be placed at the 
dispositon of th~ DNP~ are primarily c~ntered in th~ 
Urban-Regional Development Un1t df thé DNP. The 
approximate costs of operating this unit and of th~ 
services which it obtains under. contract~ as well as 
the method of fi~ancing same are as follows 
(Mill ions of Pesos} 
.cv 1971 CY 1972 
GOC: 7~0 7.5 
AID: . l. o 2. O .
Totals a.o 9.5 
The activities to be .fi·nanced from the above totals 
ar.e as follows: 
··-: .. 
l~.- Information and Publicity Activity - This ·will ·con~ist~-~ 
. . . . . 
. of the di"ssemtnati·on .9f info-rmati.on r·egardin·g Loan- ·· ... 
fina nc.ed. a . .c.t i vi ti es_ and other ·non-Loan· rela ted GOC 
- ... 
u rba n a nd. regional ·develo pment poli e i es. ... and programs, .. 
and will be carried out through the püb)ication of 
material descr_ibing these programs and the· holding 
. of seminars· and conferences for professional _groups, 
public and ~rtvate entities in intermediate cities, 
. . 
and in othe~ suitable frirüms. · 
2.- Prbmotional and.Technical Assistance for the. 
Development of Industrial Promotion Foundations 
A~ indi"cated in Section II C of this Annex 3 rulés and 










the· FFI are to b~ developed. and promulgated. ·It will 
be necessary to.· bring this information to rhe 
. - . . . . . . 
attention of interested gioup~ in a constructive 
.fashion and to assi~t them in a4Justing théir 
operations so as to qualify for assfstance •. 
Oth~r activitAes ~hich are .to be-cdnsidered under 
-this heading includé: 
(a) A co·urs e· f or Founda t i.o.n personnel in. the tech-
n ica l methods of proj_ect_evaluations 
(b) The establishment of a national. 1evel contact 
point through which Foundations could secura 
statistical infor~ation ~nd the names of. 
consulting f~rms and. oth~r entities to· which 
they· cóul~ have recourse for:undettaking 
fe~sibility s~udies,.etc. · 
. . . ·'·¡·. J ,, 1'. ,··;· 
3.- Promot.ional. and ·rechnical Assistance for. the._~ 
. Development óf Municipal Development . ..Íns~itute~-
• ~ ·: t 
As Jndicated~ in ·sE!ction II A. o.f ~~_hi~ Annex, ·rules 
and regulations for grant-·in-aid to such institutes 
vi.a the FFOU are to be develóped· and "promul g.a_t.ed .• 
. I t 'WiJl be· ~e~e~s~·ry to .. br ing th is' in f~r-ma.t ion .to the 
... . . ' 
attention of interested Departments and to ·a~sist 
. them in .. t.a k i ~g: the .. n:ec essa ry. s,t.ep.s. to qua) i.fy.' for. 
ass·tst.a.nce .. In.-addition, arra·ng_ements ·for training 
pe rs~nne 1 ~:f newTy: cr,ea ted __ ·- ~ o~ ~-bo~·t to be 
c~ea~ed--.inst1tutes ~eed to. b~ ma~e an~, fi.nanced. · 
· .. - ' ~) ' 
: ~ ! ' ' ' ' . 








Loan Ad•inistration - This is intended to cover 
personnel ·and statistical services needed far 
monitoring purposes. 
5.- Program Related Studies - It is anticipated that 
the need far and hoc studies will develop as the 
program proceeds and a reasonable amount of funds 
need to be reserved far this purpose. 
6.- Other Urban-Regional Development Unit Activities 
This relates to costs of the Unit in addition to 
those specified above. 
As indicated in Section 3.07 of the Loan Agreement5 no 
disbursem~nt of Loan funds will be made for use by 
the DNP until a work plan and budget breakdown covering 
the above items has been furnished to AID in satisfactory 
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